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Der EinfluC der Sdwingung 
auf verbotene ESektronenubergange. 

Von 

H. SPONER und K. F. KERZFELD. 

( Eingegangen am 13. Mai 19i'2.) 

Bei Molekiilen mit hoher Symmetric kommt es vor, daB gewisso Elcktroneniiber- 
gange an sich verbotcn sind, durch iiberlagerte Schwingungen aber schwach 
erlaubt gemacht werden. Hierher gehort z.B. die Benzo!absorption um 2600 A. 
DerEffektder S~hwinguugistzweifach: a) Die Kerne .verden verschoben; b) dadurch 
werden die Koeffizienten in der Elektronenwellenfunktion geandert. In d^eser 
Arbeit wird Effekt a) allein berechnet, aber als viel zu schwach gefunden. Der 

Hauptteil der Intensitat ruhrt daher von b) her. 

1. Problemstellung. 

gangs 
Die Matrizenelemente des Ubergangsmoments eines Elektronenuber- 

hangen von der Kernkonfiguration ab, d.h. sie aiidern sLh mit den fc 
Kemverschiebungen.   Fiir kleine Verschiebungen kann man M in eine 
Potenzreihe nach dem Normalkoordinaten f. entwickeln. 

M=M0 + ZMJs + Z%Msk{;Jk + .... 

Wenn M0 von Nuii versclneden ist, hangt das Moment nicht wesentlich 
von den Kemverschiebungen ab.   Dann sind Schwingungsiibergange 

^ 

^ 
v -> v erlaubt. Dies tritt ein, wenn das direkte Produkt der Transfor- 
mationseigenschaften der drei Faktoren W, W" und M einen total 
symmetrischen Term enthalt. 
*t Ist dagegen der in £ lineare Summand der erste Term in M, dann 
sihd Schwingungsiibergange v -> v verboten, und man erhalt Dipoliiber- 
gange, die erst durch die Schwingung erlaubt gomacht werden. 

Im besonderen entspricht die Ab^orptionsbande des Benzoldampfs 
um 2600 A cinem verbotenen "Obergang1. 2, da die Wellenfunktion des 
Grundzustandes hexagonale, die des erregten Zustandes trigonale Sym- 
metric hat. Die Bande, der ein /-Wert von 0,0016 zukommt, wird durch 
die Uberlagerung der Schwingung mit Wellenzahl 520 (im erregten 
Zustand) erlaubt gemacht3.   Eine Schwingung kann einen "Obergang 

1 SKLAR, A. L.: J. Chem. Phys. 5, 669 (1937)- 
2 GOKPPERT-MAYER, M., U. A. L. SKLAR: J. Chem. Phys. 6, 645 (1938). 
3 SPONER, H., G. NORDHEIM, A. L. SKLAR U. E. TELLER: J. Chem. Phys. 7, 

207 (1939). 



42 H. SPONER und K. F. HERZFELD: 

nur dann erlaubt machen, wenn die Wellenfunktion nicht als Produkt 
der Elektronen- und Schwingur gswellenf unktion dargestellt werden 
kann. In dieser Arbeit soil unte;sueht werden, ob man diesen Effekt 
quantitativ bercchnen kann. 

2. Allgemeinr. Theorie. 

Wir betrachten im allgcmeinen ein ebenes Molekiil, in welchem nur 
Kohlenstoffatome an der Absorption betsiligt sind. Der Eiektronen- 
iibergang soil zwischen Zustanden erfolgen, die sich nur durch ver- 
schiedens lineare Kombination der atomaren Wellenfunktionen unter- 
scheiden, und keine atomar? Erregung voraussetzen. 

Wir beriicksichtigen ferncr nur die jr-Elektronen, und im besonderen 
nur dasjenige, welches erregt wird. Als Methode warden wir die der 
Molekiilwellenfunktion, in der die Molekulwellenfunktion linear aus 
Atomwellenfunktionen zusammengesetzt wird (in der amerikanischen 
Literatur als LAO-MO bezeichnet). Da als Atomfunktion 2p Wasserstoff- 
funktionen beniitzt werden, schreibjn wir fiir die Elektronenfunktion 
des Grundzustandes „ „     _ . - 

fiir den angeregten Zustand 
W^Zhfik, (2) 

wo die a, h Koeffizienten sind und die Indizes sich auf das j'-te, bzw. 
k-te Atom beziehen. 

Es bezeichne Rj die Ruhelage des /-ten Kernes, A R; (die r-Kompo- 
nente sei AX) seine Verschiebung durch die Schwingung; q>(Q) sei die 
Schwingungswellenfunktion der betrachteten Eigenschwingung, dx das 
Element  der Elektronenkoordinaten.   Wir nehmen  nun  an,  daB  die /\ 
Schwingung die Koeffizienten a, b der Elektronenwellenfunktion nicht 
andert, sondern nur die Lage der ^-Funktionen im Raum. Dann ist 
die pesamte Wellenfunktion im erregten Zustand fiir den Schwingungs- 
UbergangO-*!,       ^ _ ^ {Q) £ ^ (- + ^ _ (J) J 

wobei die Klammer hinter den pk die Lage des &-ten Kerns angibt. Die 
Koppiung kommt so zustanac, daB A R in der Elektronenwellenfunktion 
auftritt. 

Man hat nun als Moment in der ^-Richtung1, dividiert durch die 
Elektronenlc dung, 

I M(x,0,i) = jW'xV/"*dr 

= ZI^K!<Pi0>(Q)9{1)(Q)dQfPJ(Ri)xpk<R!( + A~Rk)dr. 
(4) 

1  Man zeigt leicht, indem man zeitabhir.igige Wellenfunktionen beniitzt, daB 
(4) zum -Jchtigen Obergang gehdrt. 

i 

• 

. 



Der EinfluB ckr Schwingung auf verbotene E'cktrononiibergange. 43 

In M(x, 0,1) ist x ein Index, nicht ein Argument.   Man schreibt nun 

pk (R -r ARk) - pk (Rk) + (A~Rk • Grad pk) , (5) 

wo Grad sich auf die Kern verschiebung bezieht. 

Wir wollen nun die Integrale 

, berechnen und dabei den Teil, der nicht von der Verschiebung herriihrt 
und daber nuch Summation null ergibt, gleich weglassen. Man muB 
uen Fall k=j und &=H unterscheiden.   Im ersten Fall ist 

/ ph x (ARk • Grad pk) dr~$fx (A~Rk- Grad p\) dx       \ 

= -   ±jx(ARy grad pt) dr.  J 

Hier bezieht sich grad auf die Elektronenkoordinaten und die Beziehung 
folgt, da in p die Differenz von Elekt.onen- und Kernkoordinaten auf- 
tritt.   Durcb partielle Integration sieht man dann leicht, daB (6) gleich 

kAXk 

wird. 
Fiir k^rj bezeichne man mit xjk den Mittelwert der .r-Koordinate 

von Kern k und Kern7 und schreibe 

*=*/* + I- 
Dann folgt aus der Symmetric der />-Funktionen, daB 

/Pi * Pkd*= xjh j PjPk^^ X
J* Sjk> (?) 

wo Sjk das "Oberlappungsintegral ist. 

Der Effekt einer Verschiebung von Kern k auf den Auadruck (7) 
ist zweifach: Erstens wird xjk urn \AXh verandert; zweitens wird das 
"Cberiappungsintegral um 

d,SLk-Arih = S'Ar/k drjh        i- >* 

geandert, wobei Arjk die Anderung des Abstandes j—k ist. 

Daher wird schlieBlich: 

fp; x[ARk- Grad pk) dx = \A Xh + xjk S-hA rjk . (8) 

Man definiere nun zwei Gruppen von Konstanten, die die Verschiebungen 
bei der betrachteten Eigenschwingung mit der Normalkoordinate Q ver- 
binden: 

* (9) 
ArJh = yjkQ. j 

< 

• 
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Ferner ist eine Masse ms dadurch definiert, daB die kinetische Energie 
der Schwingi_ng glcich 

\^mk {AXl + A Y%+ AZl) = \msQ* 

ist.  vs sei die Frequenz der Schwingung. 

Dann wird 

-M(x,0,l) 

(10) x(},%Sik + y7kxikS',kj)ijrpM(Q) Q<pV{Q)dQ 

In \ 2m5 vs 1 

Sei v die Frequenz, die dem Elektroneniibergang entspricht, me die 
Elektronenrnasse, so ist bckanntlich die gesuchte Elektronenzahl / ge- 
geben durch 

,   _     67t-mev   ;  1 
' '~     ~Jh   '   IT 

a,iso 
m.   v     1 

M{x,0,i)   , 

f- "i"th^+yy*rh(P>Sik+2yjkxiks'jky'z. («> 

3. Anwendung auf Benzol. 

Wir wolien nur die Wechselwirkungen mit nachsten Nachbarn in 
Betracht ziehen.   \\\e Abstande zwischen nachsten Nachbarn sind gleich 
(Abstand r), die Ube^appungsintegrale 

S = 0,26 rS' = - 0,587. 

Die Klammer in (11) wird dann 

[] v„* 

X 

< \h + $1 (4-i + <+1) bkfa + 2rS'X 
(12) 

ein, worin die xk die ungestorten Koordinaten der Atome k sind. 

Ferner fiihre man die radialen und tangentiellen Komponenten der 
Verschiebung des &-ten Atoms ein, qkQ und akQ, die letztere positiv 
fur einen Rechtsumlauf. 

Dann hat man als Komponenten fur y 

v *-l,A —Yk + l,k Qksm 

'A-i,*=n+i,* = <r*cosT== i"V3 3<rt 

» 

•' «c   *    »**£    T •   •    <•   »,. 
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1 GOEPP^RT-MAYER, M. U. A. L. SKLAR: J. Chem. Phys. 6, 645 (1938). 
2 Wenn man die Antisyrr.metrisierung vollstandig durchfuhrt, erhalt man noch 

andere Terme, die aber liohere Potenzen der Verschiebungen entha'ten. 

• 
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Die Vorzeichen bedeuten, daB eine radiale Bewegung beide anliegpnden 
Bindungen streckt, wahrend tangentielle Bevvegung die eine streckt, die 
andere zusammendriickt.  Der letzte Summenausdruck in (12) wird dann 

9 • [(13) 
+ 2r s'2 {- **-» *Kl -1 «*+» "V"1 + <a*->+a*») •?•} w* • I 

v Dieser Ausdruck soil nun auf den Elektronenubergang bei 2600A an - 
gewandt werden. Nach GOEPPERT-MAYER und SKLAR

1
 ist das Moment 

die Differenz zweier GroBen2: Die erste entspricht dem t)bergang eincs 
Eiektrons von der Einelektronenfunktion (P^1 zu<?+2, die zweite, dem 
Dbergaiig von 0+l zu <P_2- Seien Nv N2 die Normierungsfaktoren, 
dann hat man, von einem Faktor (2NlN2)'^ fiir die Produkte abgesehen, 
die folgenden Werte fiir a und b 

CP.j   ajf = exp(*-"*j 0 + 1    af = exp(-*'yAJ 

(Z>2      bk = exp\i?2k) 0_z     6A = exp(-*y2A). 

Daber ist 
a* bk = 2i sin n k = 0 

(«*-i -!- «*+i) &* = 4» sin ,T & cos 3=0 

(— fl*_! + «*+i) &A = 4» cos n k shi y — 2 4 (— 1 )*. 
1 

Um die ubrigen Terme einfach auszudriicken, ersetzen wir xk durch 
xk±iyk.  Dann ist 

1 
- (x ±t y)k = exp ±t -6(S-2k), 

und daher 

(* ± • y)k-\ = (* ±»y)* exP (^F *: y) • 
Man erhalt 

«*-i(* ± » y).*-i h + ajf+i (* ± * >')A+I \ 

= ± (-1 )* (2 « sin n J (x±iy)k= T 3 (- •;)* (* ± i y)k. 

Fiir — ajfe_1 statt a-a*_! wird die rechte Seite 

(-•0*2* sin   y (* ± i y)4 = (-1)*]^ * (* ± * y)A. 
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Daher wird in (12), abgesehen von der Phase 

[] = f rS'ZM)' I (*±«y)*{=Fe* + (i + £-)»**}•     (*3') 
Man hat fcrner 2N,iV2 = 96-1.7S9, »• — 3861O, rs-=520 Wellenzahlen. 
Bezeichnc Afs die effektive Mas&e der Schwingung in Molekulargewichts- 
einheiten ; dann ist (11) 

/=jL^-|2(--1)*(expT*y*){Te* + (l + ^)*'^}j2-       (H) 
Die verschiedenen Schwingungen, die den Ubergang erlaubt machen, 
setzen sich aus den radialen und tangentiellen Schwingungen mit ver- 
schiedenen Koeffizienten zusammen.   Daher schreibt man zweckmaBig 

*-*t, 

wobe> iO«./p; a$.Ja durch die Symmetriekoordinate bestimmt ist, wahrend 
Q und o' die Koeffizienten sind, rait denen die Symmetriekoordinaten 
in der Normalkoordinate auftreten.  Dann wird 

/ Ms 
"i*l0"|«{2(-l)*(±««P:F.--;-A)f} + 

+ (1 ^)a{2(-D*(expT*f^}|2 (15) 

Bei den Schwingungen, die ans interessieren, nimmt jedes H praktisch 
starr an der Schwingung des betreffenden C Atoms teil, so da8 man 
Gruppcn des ,,Atom"-Gewichts 13 hat. Zur Bestimmung von Ms schreibt 
man die kinetische Energie 

Nach CRAIG
1
 hat man fur die Symmetriekoordinaten 

Q 

d.h. 

:0, 2-a*:-2, 1,   +1,  0,   -1,   + 1, 

Ms= 52 (oM  fa2) 

(16) 

1,   +1, --2,  +1,  + 1 

Die Ausrechnung ergibt 

/ tn-i 
*1*Q+(i + fi)9 

Q2 + 
3 

= V6-10- 

/1 1 

[g+(3+a-yrr 
e2 + 

(17) 

4 c        4 

Nac 1 CRAIG
1
 ist fur die 520 Schwingung g = 0.9, <r = —0,25. 

1 CRAIG, P.: J. Chem. Soc. 1950, 59. 

"*>- X 

-    .   • 
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I- 

Eingesetzt in (17) ergibt sich 

/= 2,4-lO-6. 

Nicht nur ist dieser Wert um einen Faktor 700 zu klein, sondern unsere 
Rechnung ergibt auch fiir die Einwirkung der 1572 Schwingung einen 
/-Wert derselben GroBencrdnung. Da hier die Wellenzahl vc dreimal 
so groB ist, ist der Faktor in (17) durch 3 wi dividieren. Ferner ist nach 
CRAIG Q = 0,44, a = 0,52. 

Man erhalt 
/ = 0,8-10'6. 

Experimentell ist aber fiir diese Schwingung der /-Wert etwa 100mal 
kieiner als der fiir die erst behandelte. 

4. Schlupfolgerungen. 

Aus dem Yorangehenden muB man schlieBen, daB der hier behandelte 
Effekt nur einen kleinen Beitrag zum Ubergangsmoment liefert, und 
daB der Hauptanteil von der Anderung1 der Kuoffizienten (bk) in der 
Wellenfunktion herriihrt, einc Anderung, die durch die von der Schwin- 
gung vernrsachten Abstandsanderungen bedingt wird. Tatsachlich hat 
CRAIG

2
 cine befriedigende Abschatzung von / dadurch errcicht, daB er 

eine Beimischung des erregten Zustandes E~ (erlaubter Ubergang 
18C0A) in den Zustand Bau durch die Schwingung berechnet. Eine 
solchc Beimischung hedeutet aber eine Anderung der Koeffizienten b. 

Der /-Wert der Dipolstrahlung, die von der 0—>1 Schwingung her- 
riihrt, ist dann 

3m.  v. j I K (* ± i y)k + S [«*_! (x ± i y)h_x + 

+ fl*+l(*±*»*+x]} 
dbk   2 

~dQ  ' 

Durham (N. C, USA.), Duke University. 

Washington (D. C, USA.), Catholic University of America. 

1 HERZBERG, G., U. E. TELLER: Z. phys. Chera. Abt. B 21, 410 (1933). 
- CRAIG, P.: J. Chem. See. 1950, 59 

(18) 

Druck der UniversitAtsdmckerei H. Stiirtz AC, Wurzburg 

* 
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On the Molecular-Orbital Theory of Conjugated Organic Compounds with Application 
to the Perturbed Benzene Ring* 

PER-OLOV LOWDIN 

Department of Physics, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina*; 
(Received August 13, 1952) 

TH electronic structure of a molecular system is investigated by using the idea of molecular orhitals. 
The behavior of the separate molecular orbitals and the orbital energies under the influence of the substitu- 
tion of one or more heteroatoms, considered as perturbations, is examined. A series of quantities, separate 
charge orders, bond orders, and mutabilities are introduced, giving information about some characteristic 
physical and chemical properties of the compound. The perturbation scheme is carried out explicitly to the 
second order in the energies and to the first order in the orbitals, and special attention is paid to the treat- 
ment of degenerate levels. The overlapping problem is fi»!!y discussed. The basic results are independent of 
any empirical parameters, and they may be used either in the naive semi-empirical theory or in a more 
elaborate theoretical approach ba.,ed on an antisymmetrized molecular wave function. 

As an example, numerical applications arc carried out in detail on benzene. Separate charge orders, bond 
orders, and mutabilities are tabulated, and orbital energies for a perturbed benzene ring with one or two 
heteroatoms are explicitly given. 

INTRODUCTION 

7SHE molecular orbital theory for treating proper- 
ties of molecules, developed by Lennard-Jones, 

Hund, and Mulliken, was first applied to the aromatic 
organic compounds by Huckel1 in his investigation of 
the mobile electrons of the benzene ring. Hiickel2 was 
also interested in the problem of the change of the elec- 
tronic structure caused by the introduction in the ring 
of a heteroatom or a substituent, v.'hich he considered 
as perturbations. However, Htickel's mathematical 
results concerning the directing power of such a per- 
turbation were giveu their correct chemical interpreta- 
tion first by Wheland and Pauling.3 who further de- 
veloped the theory. 

The whole approach had a semi-empirical character, 
since the fundamental integrals were considered as 
adjustable parameters which had to be found from ob- 
served data, and the whole theory was, therefore, es- 
sentially a device for correlating one set of experimental 
data with another. This naive molecular theory has 
been successful in treating the ground state of the 
aromatic molecules and conjugated systems in general, 
describing the connection between such quantities as 
electron affin'ties, resonance energies, ionization ener- 
gies; Jipole moments, bond lengths, etc., and explain- 
ing the fundamental chemical law of alternating 
polarity.4 

* Work supported by the U. S. Office of Naval Research under 
Contract Noori-107, Task Order I, with Duke University. 

t Permanent address: Institute of Mechanics and Mathematical 
Physics, University of Uppsala, Uppsala, Sweden. 

1 E. Huckel, Z. Physik 70, 204 (1931). 
» E. Huckel, Z. Physik 72, 310 (1931); 76, 628 (1932). 
»G. W Wheland and L. Pauling, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 57, 209! 

(10.W). See also G. W. Wheland, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 64, 902 
(1942), and H. C. Longuet-Higgins and C. A. Coulson, Trans. 
Faraday Soc. 43, 87 (1947). 

4 A survey of the .evelopment of the theory, treating mostly 
bond lengths but also other properties, has recently been given by 
J. Lennard-Jones, Froc. Roy. Soc. (London) A207, 75 (1951), 
where also a list of references may be found. 

A general theory of the electronic structure of con- 
jugated systems based on these ideas has later been de- 
veloped by Coulson and Longuet-Higgins.6 By intro- 
ducing the new and useful concepts of total charge 
orders, bond orders, and mutual polarizabilities of all 
the mobile electrons, they could obtain valuable in- 
formation particularly about such properties of the 
molecule as are independent of the adjustable param- 
eters. Their theory was still based on the "naive" as- 
sumption that the total energy of the mobile electrons 
could be derived simply by summing the orbital ener- 
gies of all occupied orbitals,* and the basic quantities 
mentioned above could then be obtained as the first and 
second derivatives of this energy with respect to the 
perturbation integrals. 

Although the naive theory has been remarkably suc- 
cessful in treating the ground state of the conjugated 
compounds, it has usually failed when one has tried to 
extend it to the excited states. There are also other 
strong indications that a more exact theory would be 
desirable. It is well known that a better theoretical 
approach can be based on an antisymmetrized molecular 
wave function, which is approximated by a determinant 
or a sum of determinants constructed from molecular 
spin orbitals. We note that, in this case, the molecular 
orbitals and the orbital energies play still a fundamental 
role,7 but that the sum of the orbital energies involved 
has lost its simple physical meaning. This implies that 
it is probably just as important to investigate the 
separate orbital energies and their derivatives with 
respect to the perturbation integrals as it was to consider 
the "total" quantities, obtained by simply summing the 
contributions from all the mobile electrons: 

The purpose of this paper is therefore to give a theory 

4 C. A. Coulso". and H. C. Longuet-Higgins, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
(London) A191,39:192, 16 (1947); 193,447, 456; 195, 188 (1948). 

•Compare V. Fock, Z. Physik 61, 126 (1930'>; see also R. G. 
Pi.\rr, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 799 (1951). 

'•' Compare also the band theory of crystals. 
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497 MOLECULAR-ORBITAL    THEORY 

of the mobile electrons of a conjugated system, which is 
a generalization of the ideas introduced by Coulson 
and Longuet-Higgins, but where, instead of the naive 
total energy and its derivatives, we will investigate the 
behavior of the separate molecular orbitals and orbital 
energies under the influr "Ce of a perturbation caused by 
the substitution in the system of one or more helero- 
aloms. We will define a series of quantities, separate 
charge orders, bond orders, and mutabilities, which 
can be derived from the orbit? 1 energies in the same 
way as the total quantities couid be derived from the 
previous "total energy." In this case, particular at- 
tention has to be paid to the treatment of the degenerate 
levels, i.e., the moleculr.r orbital? having the same 
orbital energy, and, for this purpose, we will use a 
special perturbation scheme which was recently de- 
scribed by the author. The perturbation treatment will 
be carried out explicitly to the second order in the ener- 
gies and to the first order in the orbitals. 

The results obtained are independent of all adjustable 
parameters, and we note that they can be used in the 
naive semi-empirical theory as well as in a more elab- 
orate theory based on an antisymmetrized molecular 
wave function. Ii this paper, we will consider only the 
problem of calculating the separate molecular orbitais 
and orbital energies by using perturbation theory, and 
the question, how these orbitals should be properly 
combined in order to correspond to the various molecu- 
lar states, will be treated in a later publication.8 

As an example of the theory, numerical applications 
will be carried out in detail on the perturbed benzene 
ring. Separate charge orders, bond orders, and mutabili- 
ties will be tabulated, and the orbital energies for a ring 
perturbed by one or two heteroatoms will be explicitly 
given. 

PART I. ON THE GENERAL MOLECULAR-ORRITAL 
THEORY OI< CONJUGATED SYSTEMS 

1. The Effective Hamiltonian and the Secular 
Equation: The Overlapping Problem 

The molecular orbital method for treating properties 
of molecules is essentially based on the idea of the 
existence of an effective Hamiltonian //,«, which is a 
one-electron operator working on the space-coordi- 
nates, x = (xi, x-t, xs), of a single electron. The physical 
meaning of Htn is simple: it is the quantum-mechanical 
equivalent to the energy of a single electron moving in 
the potential field of the nuclear framework and of all 
the other electrons. The molecular orbitals ^(x) and the 
orbital energies e are then given as the eigenfunctions 
and the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation 

Hef<<l/=i^. (1) 

The idea that the behavior o) each electron in a 
many-electron system is approximately regulated by an 

effective Hamiltonian goes back to Hartree, who de- 
veloped it for the atomic case. Later this idea was 
refined by Slater, Fock, and Uirac, showing that the 
effective Hamiltonian could be derived from the ordi- 
nary Hamiltonian for the total many-electron system 
by using the variational principle and forms of the total 
wave fur.ction approximated by simple products or 
ari'isymmetrized products of one-electron wave func- 
tions. In this paper we will confine ourselves to con- 
sidering only closed-shell ground states, but, even in 
this simple case, the mathematical expression for Hr.u 
is rather complicated: //eff is the sum of the operator for 
the kinetic energy of the electron and the operator for 
the potential energy of the electron in the Coulomb uold 
of the nuclei and of all electrons belonging to the sys- 
tem, minus the exchange operator for the electron in 
the field of all electrons. The effect of the exchange 
operator is essentially that it subtracts the interaction 
between the electron in a particular orbital and itself 
from the Coulomb potential.9 A more detailed discus- 
sion of this subject for the molecular case will be given 
in another paper. Here it is sufficient that the operator 
HCff exists and that it is the same for all orbitals. The 
last fact means also that, in the theoretical part, it is 
not nccessary to distinguish be'ween the different types 
of the orbitals.10 

Because of the difficulty of treating the eigenvalue 
problem (1) exactly, we will here use the approximate 
MO-LCAO approach,'1 where the molecular orbitals 
(MO) are formed by linear combinations of the atomic 
orbitals (AO) associated with the molecule under 
consideration. These atomic orbitals 6„ (A= 1,2, •••,») 
are here assumed to be real and normalized. Atomic 
orbitals belonging to the same atom are further or- 
thogonal, and for different atoms Lhey are overlapping 
witii overlap integrals 5M, defined by 

>»» =   I   <t>,i<t>,dT (2) 

The overlap integrals form together a matrix S, which 
is real and symmetric, 5(iv = 5,)1. The fundamental 
quantities in the theory are the matrix elements of H^ti 
with respect to these AO: 

*"'-/ 
4>,,He(i<j)jlT. (3) 

The quantities //„M=a;(l and Hli, = fiIL,(f-7^v) are in the 
literature usually called the Coulomb and exchange 
integrals, respectively, but this description is not a 
particularly happy one, since, among other things, H,tt 

• P. O. Lowdin, "On the basis of the mclecuUr orbital theory of 
molecules" (to be published). 

• See, for instance, J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 81, 385 (1951). 
10 Compare P. A. M. Dirac, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 26, 376 

(1930). See also F. Seitz, M-ydtrv. Theory of Solids (JlcGra*-liaS 
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1940), p. 245. 

11 The names and abbreviations used here are mainly those 
Litroduced by Mullikeu. 

/ 
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contains also the kinetic energy operator in addition 
to the electrostatic parts. 

In a large part of the literature, the overlap integrals 
(2) have simply been neglected, but a number of authors 
has shown that they are in recility of fundamental 
importance. Here we will treat the non-orthogonality 
problem by using the simple scheme previously de- 
veloped by Ihe author.12 In addition to the ordinary AO 
<£M, we will introduce a set of orthonoimalized atomic 
orbitals (ON-AO) <p„ (M=1, 2, •••,»), given by the 
matrix formula 

*=*(l+S)-» (4) 
or 

•PIX—9^— 2 Y.   '.^ovSaM+S £ QaSafiSpu . (5) 
a aff 

It is easily shown that J"<pllt(>¥dT= 5,„. The ordinary AO 
#„ are localized, whereas the ON-AO <?? are only semi- 
localized ; the latter orbitals have further a many-orbital 
character, which sometimes will lead to important phys- 
ical consequences.13 In addition to (3), we will also in- 
troduce the matrix elements 

HJ= I <f>,.Heii(fi^T, (6) 

and between H' and H there is then the matrix relation 

H'=(l+S)-»II(l+S)-». ('/) 

We have previously pointed out an interesting differ- 
ence between ti' and H. The matrix H' has the funda- 
mental property that its nondiagonai elements are in- 
variant against an arbitrary change k of the zero-point 
of IIrii, whereas the diagonal elements all undergo the 
same change k. This does not apply to H, which means 
that H' (but not H) may have a simple physical inter- 
pretation. Following a suggestion of Chirgwin and 
Coulson, we will call the elements H„J = aJ and 
H„,' = 0„,'(n9^v) the charge affinity of the ON-AO /xand 
the bond affinity of the bond n—v, respectively. A purely 
theoretical evaluation of the elements of H' and H is a 
rather complicated mathematical problem,14 and in 
the naive theory they have, therefore, usually been 
determined by fitting some derived quantities to ob- 
served data. However, it may be emphasized that, due 
to the invariance condition pointed out above and the 
necessity of taking the overlap into consideration in 
almost all cases, it is in reality only the matrix H' which 
should be used for this fitting process. 

In the following treatment, we will characterize a 
molecular orbital by an upper index j, k, • • •. and an 
atomic orbital by a lower index p, t>, • • •. In the MO- 

a P. O. Lowdin, Arkiv Mat. Astron. Fysik 35A, 9 (1947); 
A Theoretical Investigation intu Some Properties of Ionic Crystals 
(thesis) (Almqvist & Wiksell, Uppsala, Sweden, 1948); j. Chem. 
Phvs. IS. 365 (1950). Compare also B. H. Chirgwin and C. A. 
Coulson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A201, iy& (1950). 

'' For instance, the many-body forces ii ionic crystals; see refer- 
ence 12. 

" For a more detailed study, see reference 8. 

LCAO approach, the molecular orbitals i//' are formed 
by linear combination of the given AO or of the. ON-AO: 

*'-£ ?*cy. (8) 

In order to determine the values of the complex or real 
coefficients CV, which correspond to the b'^st approxi- 
mation of the eigenfunctions of i7Bff, we will use the 
variation principle: 

/ 

etfi^,(ir=extreme value, 

fV'rfr«»l, 

(9) 

(10) 

which leads to the linear equation system 

£ (//„»'-€>V)CV=0,    M=l,2---»        (11) 
»=i 

where the quantities «' are the best approximations for 
the orbital energies, which can be obtained by this 
approach. The energies are determined by the condition 

det{/7M,'-e3„„} = 0, (12) 

and when this secular equation is solved, the coeffi- 
cients can be found from (11). Due to the Hermitean 
property of Hef(, two MO belonging to two different 
values of « are always orthogonal to each other. If m 
solutions of (12) appear to be equal, the corresponding 
level is degenerate, and, in this case, there exist m 
linearly independent solutions of (11), which may be 
chosen orthogonal to each other. In this way, the set of 
MO forms an orthonormalized system, and, since the 
relation (8) 

<r= v?C (13) 

represents a transformation between two orthonor- 
malized systems, the matrix C of the coefficients must 
be a unitary matrix : 

CC=CCt=l. (14) 

Here we have used the notation that, if A is an arbi- 
trary matrix, A' denotes its Hermitean adjoint matrix 
defined by AvtJ = A,l?. 

2. Charge and Bond Orders for Individual Orbitals 

In their general theory of conjugated systems, Coul- 
son and Longuet-Higgins introduced the U3cfu! concepts 
of charge and bond orders of the total system of mobile 
electrons. Here we will further develop this idea by 
investigating the contribution to these quantities from 
the separate orbitals involved. In fact, separate bond 
orders have been treated previously by Coulson,15 and 
the importance of separate charge orders has been 
stressed recently by Lennard-Jones16 and by Fukui, 

u C. A. Coulson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A169, 413 (1939). 
16 J. Lenr.ard-Jones, see reference 4. 

» 

• 
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Yonezawa, and Shingu.17 Let us therefore in greater 
detail consider the quantities 

qJ=cjmcj, fc,,'=!(cM''c,'fC,,'*cy)-   (15) 

According to (8), the quantity IC^'j2 measures the 
fraction of the time the electron in the MO yp> spends in 
the ON- AO ip„, or more approximately "at the atom n," 
and qj will therefore be called the charge order at atom ix 
of the orbital j. Following Coulson,15 the quantity 
pit*' (n^v) will be interpreted as the bond order cj the 
bond ix—vof the orbital j. The total charge order q„ and 
the total bond order p„, of a complex of electrons are 
then found by summing over the orbitals involved: 

qn.-H.qiJ,   /v»=L/v' (16) 

giving the quantities investigated by Coulson and 
Longuct-Higgins. 

By using (11) and its conjugate complex relation, 

£ IIhX\> = ('€„>,    Z Hr'C/' = e'CV*, 
n r 

and multiplying the fursL with CJ* and the second with 
Cj. we obtain a formula for the connection between 
the separate charge and bond orders: 

11 IkV yiiv V* •'•'MM y*/M   • (17) 

A similar simple relation for the total quantities does 
not exist. 

We note that there is also a close connection between 
the quantities (15) and the orbital energies. From (0), 
(8), and (6), it follows 

«'=£ CfBJCJ. (18) 

Let us first consider a nondegenerate level, and let us 
assume that each element H„/ obtains an independent 
symmetric variation dH„'=* dH,»'. According to (11) 
and (12), both the orbital energy e' and the coefficients 
CJ are then changed by infinitesimal quantities, and, 
by taking the derivative of (18) with respect to H„,' and 
by using (11) and the normalization condition, we ob- 
tain for every nondegenerate level j: 

dt> 1    3eJ 

V p»>'=- 
dllj 2 bUJ 

From (18) we get by a second derivation 

{**v). (19) 

dq„ &4-> dqj 

dH,t     dHKt dHuf     dH,iU 

dqj dV 
= 2 

dp.x 

dp„e>   l     av       dp,x' 

Ma'    2 BHjdHt.'    M,/ 

This gives the following three reciprocity theorems: 
For a given nondegenerate level j, the change of the 
charge order of an atom n with respect to the change of 
the charge affinity of the atom K equals the change of the 
charge order of the atom K with respect to a change of 
the charge affinity of the atom M; the change of the 
charge order of an atom /.t with respect to a change of 
the bond affinity of the bond tc— X is twice the change 
of the bond order of the bond K— X with respect to the 
change of the charge affinity of the atom n; and, finally, 
the change of the bond order of the bond p.— v with 
respect to a change of the bond affinity of the bond 
K— X equals the change of the bond order of the bond 
x—X with respect to a change of the bond affinity of 
the bond ix—v. 

The corresponding theorems for the total quantities 
were first stated by Coulson and Longuet-Higgins.5 

The treatment of a degenerate energy level e' is some- 
what more complicated due to the ambiguity in the 
choice of the eigenfunctions. Let mJ be the order of the 
degeneracy, and let further (/) denote the class of all 
molecular orbitals associated with the eigenvalue i'\ 
in order to describe this class, we will use an ortho- 
normalized set of mJ orbitals j', j", j'", • • • etc , which 
is determined except for a unitary transformation. We 
note that, for each orbital of this set, the quantities 
qj and />,,„' formally exist according to (15), but that 
they cannot have any direct physical interpretation, 
since they are not invariant against unitary trans- 
formations within the class (7). However, by summing 
once over the contributions from all indices /', j", j"', 
• • •, we get quantities 

(20) 

« Fukui, Yonezawa, and Shingu, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 722 (1952). 

U) 
?/=Iv=EQtt 

(J) 1 (-0 

i 2   ; 

(21) 

which have the desired invariance property and conse- 
quently are independent of the particular reference set. 
These quantities q/ and p„J will be called the total 
charge orders and the total bond orders of the degenerate 
level J, respectively. By treating the energy sum 

(/> 
r = E t' = mJt> 

in the same way as (18), we then easily obtain 

'// 
1   dtJ 

/>M/ = 
2 dH„y' 

in**). 

(22) 

(23) 

The treatment of a real degeneracy usua'ly does not 
render any serious difficulty. The problem is instead to 
find the eventual splitting of a degenerate level under 
th'? influence of a perturbation 

/ 
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In this connection, a few words may be said about the 
use of complex coefficients C„' in forming the molecular 
orbitals. The effective Hamiltonian Hen is always 
Hermitean, but, in most molecular applicatioi it is 
also real. The absence of the imaginary unit i in Heu 
means that all its eigenfunctions can be represented in 
a real form. For a nondegenerate level, it is usually 
simplest to use the real description, lince a complex 
factor is entirely without importance and vanishes 
automatically in forming, e.g., the quantities (15). For 
a degenerate level, it may sometimes be feasible to 
consider a complex description18 of the class (/), but 
even in such a case the complex reference set can be 
derived from a real reference set by a unitary trans- 
formation. Thh implies that the sum, 

i;cycv*=£tyct'„ (24) 

is always real, since it is reel for a real reference set and 
it is further invariant against unitary transformations 
within the class (J), see Eq. (60). We have, therefore, 

U) (•/) (J) 
Z cvcv*= (E CVG>T=£ C&A      (25) 
i i i 

and the symmetrization in the second of the relations 
(21) is therefore in reality unnecessary. 

Finally, we observe that the quantities (15) are only 
special elements of a more general matrix 

rf,»*-i«VC,*+c/t/), (26) 

which will be called the complete charge and bond order 
matrix with respect to pairs of individual orbitals. This 
matrix fulfills the symmetry relations 

<V=<V*,   <*„,*'= (rf„,*)\ (27) 

According to (15) and (26). we have further 

7„' = <V,   P»i=<l.,",    (M;*X), (28) 

v, hich means that the separate charge and bond orders 
are particular element- 0f the matrix d'* for j=k. 

The quantities (15) and (26) are useful both in the 
"naive" MO-theory and in a more elaborate theoretical 
treatment of a molecular system. Iu the semi-empirical 
theory, the total charge oidcrs were used already by 
Wheland and Pauling8 for investigating the chemical 
reactivities of the various atoms of a conjugated system, 
and recently some authors417 have stressed the special 
importance for this problem of the charge orders of the 
frontier electrons, i.e., the electrons occupying the 
orbital with the highest energy. All these treatments 
have been based on a temi-empirical assumption con- 
cerning the connection between the charge orders and 
the reactivities. For this connection the relations (19) 

" See, for instance, the treatment of benzene in Part II. 

may be of fundamental importance. Following Coulson 
and Longuet-Higgins,5 we wish to emphasize that it is 
probable that a closer examination of the connection 
between the (total and frontier) orbital energies and the 
reaction energies would give a deeper theoretical under- 
standing of the substitution process, since the charge 
order for an atom in a specific position gives just the 
rate of the change of the orbital energy which depends 
on the change of the charge affinity due to the approach 
of a substituent. 

Sometimes the separate charge and bond orders or 
the total quantities may be evaluated by special simple 
rules," and in such cases the corresponding orbital 
energies may be found by using the relations (19) in a 
reverse way. Longuet-Higgins19 has used this reverse 
process for treating some energy problems in hetero- 
aromatic compounds. 

Tn the semi-empirical theory, the total bond orders 
have been used by Coulson and Longuet-Higgins6 for 
determining the bond lengths and the force constants 
in conjugated systems. 

We note that, independent of the interpretation of 
the separate or total charge and bond orders in the 
semi-empirical theory, the quantities d„,'k given by (26) 
are of essential importance also in a more elaborate 
theoretical approach, since they are very useful for the 
simplification and systematization of the mathematical 
expressions involved.20 

3. Perturbation Theory 

Here we will investigate how the separate orbitals, 
orbital energies, charge orders, and bond orders are 
affected by the substitution in a given molecule of one 
or more atoms or groups, which may be considered as 
perturbations. Let us characterize quantities belonging 
to the origin?.! system by the index zero: 

iim = T.<Pu'mC»m,   #„,'<«= r^(0)^eff(0)v";
<0)^; (29) 

(i J 

whereas for quantities associated with the new molecule 
we will use the ordinary notations: 

(30) 

Both the effective Hamiltonian, the atomic orbitals, 
the overlapping conditions, and the molecular orbitals 
may be changed by the substitution, but, if the two 
molecules under consideration are related closely 
enough, it is possible to treat these changes by means of 
perturbation theoi_y. For this purpose we will introduce 

19 H. C. Longuet-Higgings, J. Chem. Phyc   '*. 265, 275, 283 
no50). 
'""See P. O. Lowdin, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 1570, 1579 (1951), and 
reference 8. 
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the perturbation integrals 

V   — II   ' — II   '<0> (31) 

i.e., the changes in charge and bond affinities, which 
may be expressed as fractions of the integrals 7iM/

(0). 
We observe that a perturbation treatment based on 
(31) goes beyond the conventional perturbation theory, 
which would consider only the operator Hcu—Hcu

(0) as 
a perturbation. 

According to (11) and (14), our fundamental problem 
is to solve the matrix equations 

H'OCe,   CtC = CD = l, (32) 

where t io the diagonal matrix formed from the unknown 
eigenvaluesV. This means that we have to find a unitary 
matrix C which transforms H' into diagonal form: 

C'fl'C = diagonal matrix, (33) 

with mJ— 1. Let us then consider an arbitrary index ;, 
which be!o".j,s to a degenerate class (/) of the unper- 
turbed molecule. In order to solve the eigenvalue prob- 
lem (37) by perturbation theory explicitly to the first 
and second orders in the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, 
respectively, we will introduce the quantities 

and the orbital energies are then determined by the 
diagonal row of the right-hand side matrix. For the 
original "unperturbed" molecule, we obtain in the 
same way 

H'(»C«»=C(,)e'w,    C<0)tC(0> = C(0)Cl0)t=l.    (34) 

The definition (31) gives the matrix relation 

H'=H'»>+V, (35) 

where V is the matrix of the elements VM„. By introduc- 
ing the notations 

C-C(0)X,    Y = C,<0>tVC<°>, (3o) 

and by multiplying (32) to the left by C(0>t, we obtain 
the following perturbation equation in the MO-space: 

(£<°>+v)X=Xe,   XtX=XXt=l. (37) 

This equation can now be solved by ordinary perturba- 
tion theory. For the treatment of a degenerate level we 
will use the simple scheme the author21 recently de- 
veloped by generalizing an idea given by Gora.22 This 
scheme was particularly meant for applications to 
quantum chemistry. 

Simplification of the Matrix Elements used in 
the Perturbation Scheme 

For the sake of simplicity, let us treat here also a non- 
degenerate level as the simplest case of a degeneracy 

» P. O. Lowdin, J. Chcm. Phys. 19, 1396 (1551). The author's 
attention has been drawn to the existence of three recently pub- 
lished papers, which were not available to us during the prepara- 
tion of our manuscript and which we tnerefore would like to refer 
to here, namely: S. Sueoka, J. Phys. Soc. (Japan) 4, 361 (1949); 
M. H. L. Pryce, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) A63, 25 (1950); M. 
Lax, Phys. Rev. 79, 200 A (1950). Sueoka treating the interaction 
between two diagonal subsystems, and Pryce and Lax investigat- 
ing the degeneracy problem have obtained results similar to those 
given in our paper. In all these Independent works, the methods 
of derivation are closely related »o the simple idea introduced by 
G6ra, reference 22. 

»E. Gora, Z. Physik 120, 121 (1942-43). 

(ja) = tim-taW, 
n ;'««•<•* 

«*(J)   (ja) 

(38) 

(39) 

where, in the las.t term, we sum only over a^(J), i.e., 
we omit all teims for which (ja) = 0. According to 
reference 21, the eigenvalues of the class (7) of the per- 
turbed molecule are then eiven by the mJ roots of the 
algebraic equation: 

JJi'i'. «; Xjrr u- 

U'">';      U'"'"'-t;       U'"'"'; 

U>'"";        U>'">";      U>""'"'-t\ 

= 0. (40) 

The problem of the splitting of the levels in the class (J) 
is therefore solved by finding the eigenvalues of a sub- 
matrix U.uh of order mJ. Let further X„ub be the unitary 
matrix of order mJ, which transforms USUb into diagonal 
form. According to reference 21, the coefficients Xki 

in general are then given by 

X"> = 
X     uk> k in (/) 

(41) 

{ (jk) x~(J) 

and the perturbation problem is solved. 
We are here particularly interested in the simplifica- 

tion of the explicit forms of the matrix elements ir. the 
relations (3°)-(41). The perturbation matrix V in (31) 
is symmetric, K„,=» V,,,, and by using this property and 
(26), the perturbation matrix v in (36) take?, the form 

»/*=£ ctyo>F„,cv«»=E VM H0) (42) 

which imp! ^s that the complete charge and bond order 
matrix d(0> is of essential importance in the perturbation 
scheme. In the following we will omit the index zero on 
the matrix d, if there is no possibility of misunder- 
standing. 

For the second-order term in V'k in (39), we obtain 
in the same way by a symmetrization 

!))'•» vak 

E 
a*U) 
 = E   E v.,vtX- 

dMV'
ad,x

ak 

C/«) 

= 11    I   V 
dM,>ad,.rk~r-d. 

»"«x  
C/«) 

=; E v„ .V*XlTMrfi (43) 

•>*<& " • 

-—••     -jr.:     z 

*faf 

".---      • 
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T„. «x' 
(jot) 

(44) 

The quantities •K fulfill the following symmetry rela- 
tions: 

c >= y T *<wy v.*' **s H £,,        *   ft ^IUD       ) 

(51) 

7T„,,,A*'= (*•„„, .X'*)*, 

(45) 

(i) TV/e Nondegenerate Case. Let us investigate in 
greater detail a level _/ which is nondegenerate in the 
original molecule, i.e., mJ=i. According to (40), the 
fundamental secular equation takes the form 

and, as we shall see later, tbey are closely related to the 
mutual polarizabilities introduced by Coulson and 
Longuet.-Higgins.6 Using a name proposed by Lennard- 
Jones'1 for quantities of this type, we will call the matrix 
is the complete mutability matrix. 

By using (42) and (43), the fundamental matrix 
element V'k given b> (39) can now be written in the 
form 

£/»-«=0, (52) 

U'k=t>(0'8'kJrY. V„4„ j*(0) 

H £  ^F.x^..x'*co),    (46) 
X»«X 

where it is expressed directly in the perturbations V?, of 
the charge and bond affinities. 

In the case of a real effective Hamiltonian He;t, it is 
convenient to introduce also the auxiliary quantities 

and (46) gives then the following expression for the 
orbital energy in the perturbed mole ;ule: 

«'=«-'<0>+L K,A."+* E  V„V*T„A".    (53) 
tie HVK\ 

The unitary matrix Xillb has a single element X,Ub" = 1, 
and formula (51) gives therefore for the coefficients in 
the perturbed MO 

cy-cyw+i £ K,X($WCV+ svtv)(0>. (54) 

The separate charge and bond orders may be derived 
from the orbital energy by using (19), and we obtain 

<?M' = <7/.'
<IV

+E V.XW^.X >;(0> 

",,'= E 
c "C "' 

«+<•"     (ja) 
(47) P„,i"plir

m)+<L K«x*>..x mm 
(55) 

for the evaluation of the mutabilities it and the coeffi- 
cients in the eigenfunctions. According to (25), we have 
the symmetry relation 

iifi; 2^ ~~ *t>*n   y 
«+(./) (ja) 

Hence it is possible to find the orbital energy, the form 
of the MO, and the separate charge and bond orders for 
the perturbed molecule, if the quantities d and « are 
tabulated for the original compound. By another differ- 
entiation cf (55), we get 

(48) dq„i dV 

and, by using (44), (26), (47), and (48), we obtain the 
formula 

+<*,.''*$V+<*.x''%.0,    (49) 

giving a simple way of calculating the mutabilities. 
Now it remains to compute the coefficients C„' used 

in (30) for forming the MO of the perturbed molecule. 
According to (36) and (41), we obtain 

(V = ICW>P*=   £   C,*«» *„„„*> 

1 dq,'    3/..X'    1 dV 
TMM.«X 

*V, <>.' 

2dV*    dV„    IdV^dV* 
((CT»:\),   (56) 

1 dp** i     1 d2e> 

IdV.x    4aKM„5'/,x 
(fl^V,  (C^X), 

1 
v'"Xs,b"'.    (50) 

*+(y> (jk) •*-<•>> 

Changing the names of the summation indices k and a 
in the last t-rm, and using (42), (26), (47), and (48), 

showing that, for a nondegenerate level, the mutabili- 
ties are the second derivatives of the orbital energy with 
respect to the charge and bond affinities. Combining 
(17) and (56), we obtain then easily a series of connec- 
tion formulas for the separate mutabilities. 

(ii) The Degenerate Case. Let us now go back to the 
degenerate case with tnJ>2. In order to describe the 
degenerate class (7) of the unperturbed molecule, we 
will use a particular orthonormalized set /, /', /", • • • 
of MO belonging to (/) as a fixed reference set. The 
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matrices d„,lL and rM,,«x'* exist formally according to 
(26) and (44) for each pair (j, k) of orbitals of this set, 
but we note that these quantities cannot have iny direct 
physical meaning, since they are not invariant against 
a unitary transformation of the reference system. We 
may consider <£„,»'* and IT...., ,\>k as the first and second 
derivatives, respectively, of the matrix elements U'k, 
defined by (46), v.-ith respect to the perturbation in- 
tegrals, but even these relations have only formal 
meaning. 

In this connection it is of interest to consider the 
transformations of the quantities d»,'k, ti^,', ir„Pt,\>

k, 
U'k, etc., under a unitary transformation of the refer- 
ence set, which may be of the form (?=CD, or 

£   LSD", (57) 

where D is an arbitrary unitary matrix of order tnJ: 

D*D=DDt=l. (58) 

Combining (26) and (57), we obtain 

£„,'*=   £    DWd^'W. (59) 

For the total quantities (21), obtained by summing 
once over the contributions from all indices /, j", j'", 
• • • associated with the class (/), we get 

.1    '•> = du,
at>  T.   £>"'£»>" 

=   £    <*„,-'«"'= £   d„°«=d,.JJ,    (60) 
a.e-U) a~(J) 

where we hav» utilized the unitary property (58) of D. 
This gives a detailed proof of the invariance theorem 
stated in connection with (21). 

In forming the quantities Q.„,> by means of (48), we 
sum only over complete classes of eventually degenerate 
levels, and according to (60), they .are therefore in 
variant: 

£Wtr=G»"'> (61) 

and they are further the same for ali indices j belonging 
tj the same degenerate cla^j. By using (49), (59), and 
(61), we get for the mutabilities 

t«*»-   E    &im*»*'*D>*. (62) 

If we define the total mutabilities of the class (7) by 
by summing once over al! indices f, j", f", •-•: 

'= E *»*«x,,i (63; 

we obtain again a quantity which can be shown to be 
invariant in the same way as (60). All these quantities 
are, of course, associated with the unperturbed molecule, 
but, for the sake of simplicity, we have omitted the 
upper index zero. 

Let us now consider the quantities in the perturba- 
tion scheme. According to (59) and (62), the elements 
U'k of the fundamental matrix (46) have the trans- 
formation property 

U'k = E    D"'U> »[)Bk (64) 

Hence, the matrix U undergoes only a vnitary trans- 
formation, which implies that its eigenvalues are in- 
variant. Accruing to (60), the sum of the diagonal 
elemrfnts of U is another invariant. 

Let us assume that the degeneracy is completely 
removed by the perturbation under consideration. If 
X,Ub and X8Ub are the unitary matrices of order ms 

which transform U and U, respectively, to diagonal 
form, then we have the relation 

X.ub=DtX, (65) 

for we have the matrix equations 

£.ubtl7£8ub = X,ubiD- DtUD DtX.ub 

= X8Ui,,UX.Ui,= diagonal matrix.    (66) 

The matrix T. defined by (51), has the transformation 
property f = TD. Using this relation and (65), we find 
that also the coefficients of the perturbed MO given 
by (51) are invariant, for 

C=fX.ub-TD-D?Xsub=TX8Ub-C.        (67) 

This means that the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions 
are completely independent of the particular choice of 
reference set used for describing the degenerate class 
of the unperturbed molecule. 

If the degenerate class (J) is split up in the perturbed 
molecule, we can determine the separate charge and 
bond orders of the perturbed orbitals according to (51) 
and the definitions (15), but, in such a case, the alge- 
braic equation (40) has first to be solved. 

There is one information about the perturbed mole- 
cule which can be obtained without solving (40) ex- 
plicitly, namely the properties of the total quantities 
associated with the class (/) as a whole. By applying the 
coefficient theorem for the sum of the roots of an alge- 
braic equation to (40), and by using (60) and (63), we get 

./;o) 

+S^"M+|  E   K„F„x*>.«x<'"'(0),    (68) 

a result which is independent of the splitting of the class 
(/). Hence we obtain for the total charge and bond orders 
associated with the class (/) in the perturbed molecule 

cV 

1 dtJ 

2 dVur '*• 

(69) 

" 
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TABLE I. 

Notation used 
here 

Notation used by Coulson and 
Lor.guet-Higgins 

n txix, %* 

»>». «XU 
"•«X,«- 5T«.«X       («»**) 

W|i>, «X (ft**) K^N) 

showing that the total mutabilities TT^,..\
JJ<

-
0)
 may be 

considered as tiie second derivatives of the sum tJ of the 
orbital energies of class (/), with respect to the per- 
turbation integrals V^. 

In this connection, we may also say a few words 
about the total quantities associated with a complex of 
electrons, obtained by summing over all occupied 
orbitals: 

•£«',   $,*••-£?«',   *,»**-£ fc 

./    tot_y~   /    j, tot=V ,_        >>; 
(70> 

By summing over all classes involved in the system, 
we obtain from (68) and (70), 

Fd the toto.1 cbsrg.-' and bond orders, we (jet further 

^tot 

?M.°t=—«^»»M"»+2; FdfW4 

1 de*1 

2 <5K... «x. 

(72) 

and, for the total mutabilities, we finally obtain 

dV„     dV„„dV„ 

1 dq**    dp,^1    1      a2ctot 

JTMK..X        =• 
2 <9K«x     dK„,     2dI<V)K,x 

1 3^,*°'    1     d'<tot 

-,    (K^X)  (73) 

T^.A" 
2  dF.x     4dK,.dK.x 

{HT^V.  K7^\). 

and which are of essential importance for the simplicity 
of our formulas, we have changed also the notations 
slightly. Consequently, for quantities ir„,, ,x having the 
last pair of indices corresponding to a bond, a factor \ 
in the treatment in reference 5 is here included in the 
symbol itself; see also Table I for comparison. 

Treatment of a Doubly Degenerate Level 

The solution of the secular equation (40) is simple in 
the case of a doubly degenerate level, mJ= 2, and. since 
this type of degeneracy is also of particular importance 
in the theory of conjugated systems, we will treat it 
in somewhat greater detail here. This example may be 
instructive for the study of the higher degeneracies, too. 

(a) Real reference set. We may use either a real or a 
complex description of the degenerate class (/), and we 
will begin with the real case. The matnx U'h, denned by 
(39), is Hermitean, Uk' = U'k', and, for a purely real 
representation, it is therefore also symmetric: 

AH these total quantities have previously been in- 
vestigated by Coulson and Longuet-Higgins/ who 
introduced the name mutual polarizabilities for the 
derivatives of the charge and bond orders. Since this 
term is used in another meaning also in the theory of 
dielectrics, we have here instead used the name mutabili- 
ties proposed by Lennard-Jones.4 We note that, in order 
to maintain the symmetry relations (45), which for the 
total quantities take the form 

'•lilt, K\ it vu, tX       ,        "pv, «X        — ** «X, liV       t 

U^=Uik. (75) 

For the sake of simplicity, let us denote the reference 
orbitals of the class by the upper indices 1 and 2. The 
odbmatrix U associated with tiie class has the form 

(•un   Ua\ 
), (76) 

and, according to (40), its eigenvalues are given by 

t=^{(Un+lm)±Z(Un-Vn)t+4tVaUtl2i}.    (77) 

The unitary matrix X, which transforms U to diagonal 
form, is found by solving the equation system UX = XE 

for the known eigenvalues. By introducing the angle <p 
given by 

tgv=- 
(jr/ll_ [/M)_[(I/U_{/M)8-f.4#«2£^l]J 

2 c"2 

the solution may be expressed in the form 

cosy?    sin^?\ . v.u.i^ .••imp   i 

X.ub=( ) 
\ — SlUlf)      a)S(p/ 

"70', 

(79) 

and the coefficients CM' of the perturbed MO can then 
be calculated according to (51). A still simpler formula 
for <p is given below. 

(b) Complex reference set. We shall discuss a complex 
description of the doubly degenerate class, which is so 
chosen that the two reference orbitals for the unper- 
turbed molecule are con**igate complex functions. By 
using this property and the ordinary definitions, it is 
easily shown that the charge orders, the bond orderi, 
and tne mutabilities for j=k are the same for both 
unperturbed orbil&ia. Since the diagonal elements ot 

(74)     the matrix f7„b for the perturbed molecule are also the 

. 
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/! 

same, the eigenvalues of Utay, are now given by 

i=U"±\Ul2\. (80) 

If the angle v is defined as half the argument of the 
complex quantity Un, the matrix £/,ub is further trans- 
formed to diagonal form by the unitary matrix 

X sub 

1 /e* — te,v 

VA g-vt 14T'*/ 
(81) 

and the coefficients C„' of the perturbed MO can then 
be calculated according to (51). 

Finally, we will investigate the connection between 
the real and complex descriptions. For the unperturbed 
rr olecule, our complex conjugate reference set may be 
obtained from an arbitrary real set by a unitary trans- 
formation (57) with the transformation matrix 

V2\i   -if 
(82) 

According to (64), we then obtain r/Bab= D'U.ubD, or 

>Tjn    U12^ 

-        -    ) U21   vaf 

.if " 
2\Un- L,22+2iU12; 

Ull-U22-2iW2 

Uu+U22 )      (8^) 

A comparison between (77) »ud (80) based on (83) shows 
at once that the eigenvalues are the same. The angle <p 
is in the complex case defined by 

tg2^=I{Uii)/Re{U12} = -2Ua/(Un-lP2),    (84) 

which implies that it is identical with the angle -- '" the 
real case, since (84) can be derived from (78). Finally, 
for the matrix (81), wc have X.Ub=Z/'X,ah in agree- 
ment v/ith (65). 

4. Hybridization between Atomic Orbitals 
of 2s and 2p Types 

The MO-LCAO theory of molecules is essentially 
based on the assumption that it is possible to make a 
convenient choice of atomic orbitals for the atoms 
constituting the molecule under consideration, and we 
will therefore discuss this problem in greater detail. 
In investigating the simplest conjugated compounds 
we are particularly interested in the AO of the atoms of 
the elements belonging to the second row of the periodic 
system. In the ground state of these elements, the two 
electrons occupying the ls-orbital do not take part in 
bond formation, so we have to consider oniy the outer 
electrons distributed over the four orbitaL 2s, 2bx, 2py, 
and 2pz, having about the same energy. Thesi.* AO are 

given by the formulas 

1    Mr) / 3 \»/*„(»•) 
<t>2a~- 

(4»)» 

/ 3 »'/,„{>•) 
</>2pi = I      J *l 

\47T/       r! 

/3y/2p(/) /3\* 
02*1/= I — I y,   <t>2pz= I — J 

\4ir/      r2 \ATT/ 

Mr) 
(85) 

where fu(r) and /2P(r) are the radial wave functions, 
which may be of Slater or Hartree-Fock type. The 
/>-o::bitals are direction dependent, and we introduce 
the notation 2p£ for a 2/>-orbital in the direction of the 
£-a.,ns, where £ also may be the distance to a plane 
through the origin perpendicular to this axis. If the 
quantities cos-y^, cosy{„, and cos-yjj are the direction 
cosines for the £-axis, then we have 

**"(;;) 

fip(r) 
-I, 

£= x cos7{i+y cosy c„-\-z COST^. 
(86) 

Such a 2/>£-orbital is antisymmetric with respect to the 
plane £ = 0, and it has therefore the same extension 
along the positive and negative directions of the £-axis. 

As was first pointed out by Pauling23 and Slater,24 an 
orbital of the form 

k = a<f>2.+ (l — a2)*-<tf>2Pf, (87) 

with a>0, has its largest extension in the direction of 
the £-axis, and it may therefore be convenient for the 
description of a directed valency. The mixing of s- and 
/"-orbitals is called a hybridization, and the orbital h in 
(87) is called a hybrid with its direction along the posi- 
tive £-axis. 

The theory of hybridization has been treated by 
several authors,25 and here we only wish to stress the 
simplicity of the mathematics involved, if the theory is 
presented in matrix form. From the four AO given by 
(85), we can by linear combinations form four linearly 
independent hybrids h\, hi, h%, and hi, and we may 
write the hybridization in the form h = $Y, or 

!ik=2lL 4>c,Yak, 

where the transformation matrix has the form 

Y= 
ax a? a-i 0* 

Oil axi a*t UM 

fl»i a„2 «V3 ayi 

^a-zi aZ2 a,2 a,A 

(88) 

(89) 

Here we restrict Y to having only rea' elements. The 
quantity af gives the amount of s-character in the 

*> L. Pauling, P'roc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U. S. 14, 359 (1928); J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. S3, *367 (1931). 

Sl J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 37, 481 (1<!31). 
u Pee, for instance, C. A. Coulson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (Edinburgh) 

6i, 1!.S (1941). 

_-_. 

• 
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hybrid /?*• According to Pauling,26 the approximate bond 
strength of the hybrid /** is given by the expression 
a*t-(3 —3a*2)', but we are not going to use this prop- 
erty here. The given set (85) is orthonormalized, and, 
if we impose on the hybrids the fundamental condition 
that they should be orthoriormalized, too, the hy- 
bridization matrix Y must be a unitary matrix, Y'Y 
= YYt=l,or 

ZY, k" al -E YkaYla=bk (90) 

A comparison between Eqs. (86)-(89) shows Turther 
that the largest extension of the hybrid hk is along a 
&-axis having the direction cosines 

O-yk 
cos7xt = 

(1-a*2)' 

cos7,* = - 

cos7„* = 

a,k 

(1-a*2)' 

(1-a*2) 
(91) 

By using this relation and the orthogonality condition 
azkazi-\-a,ykav:Y<izkazi=—akai, contained in (90), we 
can then derive the following basic formula for the 
angle 7*i between the axes of two hybrids, hk and hi'. 

UkO-t 
aki = cosyki= — 

{(l-aO^l-a,2)}; 
(92) 

direction cosines by using (91): 

a**=(l — a*2)- cosylt,    a„*=(l — a*2)' C0S7j,*, 

a**=(l —a**)1 cosy,*. (93) 

This gives a very simple method for constructing, e.g., 
the conventional matrices Y for the basic digonal, 
trigonal, and tetragonal hyoridizations25 associated with 
the following sets of s-coefficients: ak= (1/25, 1/2', 0, 0), 
o»=(l/3», 1/3*, 1/3*, 0), and a*=(l/2, 1/2, _/2, 1/2), 
respectively. 

We note that also the reverse process may be useful, 
i.e., the calculation of the amount of s-character and the 
construction of the explicit forms of the hybrids from, 
for instance, experimeritally known bond angles. For 
this purpose, let us introduce a quantity it*, the char- 
acteristic s-number of the hybrid A*, by 

The general problem of the evaluation of the appro- 
priate matrix Y for a particu'~.r at^m in a molecule is 
very important, but the principle of "maximum over- 
lapping,," stated by Pauling and by Slater for this 
purpose, has not yet been fully theoretically proven.27 

Recently, Mulliken28 has investigated the connection 
between the overlap integrals and the amounts of 
s-character of the bonding hybrids in a diatomic mole- 
cule, but the corresponding bond energies are still 
treated only by means of a semi-empirical formula. 

We note that the simple formula (92) will sometimes 
give useful informations about the form of the matrix Y, 
for instance, when the amounts of s-character of the 
four hybrids /»* have been found in some other way. 
By using the four quantities au az, a3, at, fulfilling the 
condition Y,aS= 1 contained in (90), formula (92) gives 
the angles between the axes of the hybrids. Utilizing 
these angles for fixing four axes in the space, determined 
except for a rigid rotation, we can then evaluate the 
remaining part of the elements of Y from the known 

84 L. Pauling, Nature of the Chemical Bend (Cornell University 
Press, Ithaca, New York, 1940), p. 85. 

" Compare A. Maccoll, Trai s. Faraday Soc. 46, 359 (1950) and 
W. Moffitt, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A202, 534, 548 (1950). 

* R. S. Mulliken, J. Chem. Phys. 19,900 (1951); R. S. Mulliken, 
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 72, 4493 (1950). 

a* 
Kk~ 

(i. -a*2)' 
a* = 

(H-K*
2
)» 

(94) 

The basic formula (92) may then be written in the form 

ocki- •«*«i. (95) 

Because of the product form and the condition 5Z<**2 

••= JLK*V(1+**)2=1> onry three of the six elements a*j 
are independent in the general case. Let us first consider 
the case that the directions of the three hybrids hu «2, 
and h3 are known, and that the angles between them all 
are dijfereni from 90°. The characteristic s-numbers 
KI, «2, K3 can then be determined from the three known 
direction cosines ctn, e*23, «3i, according to (95), which 
gives 

u>=(—«12023«3l)!, 
(96) 

ft) CO CO 

Kt= ,      K»=- ,       K3=J . 

t*23 "31 <*12 

The coefficients ait a2, and a3 are then found from (94), 
and 04 is compateu from the condition 2Za*2=i- 
Finally the other elements of Y are calculated accord- 
ing to (93). 

As an example of this procedure, we shall discuss the 
molecules in which we are particularly interested here, 
namely the conjugated systems, i.e., the organic com- 
pounds having alternating single and double bonds in 
the conventional .structure formulas. By using x-ray 
and electron diffraction technique, one has found experi- 
uiciitiliy ih~t the cc ••y:r?*^ ctr«t#»ms av almost com- 
pletely coplanar and that the bond angles in the plane 
are 120°. This indicates strongly tLat the bonds asso- 
ciated with these "trivalent" carbon atoms or their 
equivalents are formed by three coplanar hybrids hu A2, 
and hi with the angles 120° between them, whereas the 

A 
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type of  the fourth  hybrid  is  not known  from  the 
beginning. 

However, utilizing the three angles of 120° and formu- 
las (96) and (94), we obtain: 

«12= 0>23-= «3i = cos 120°= —5, 

«i= <cs = "3 = l/v2, 

tfl= a2 = 03 = 1/V5;   04 = 0. 

•1/2V2, 

(97) 

If our basic assumption of the orthonormality of the 
hybrids is true, the fourth orbital hi must therefore be a 
pure 2.*-orbital which is perpendicular to the {hi, h^, h3)- 
plane. 

Let us put our coordinate system with the xy-plane 
in the molecular plane of the conjugated system. The 
.three hybrids in this plane are usually called <r-orbitals 
and are denoted by au (r2, <T3, and the fourth hybrid 
is called a 7r-orbital. By fixing the directions of these 
orbitals according to Fig. 1 and by using (93), we obtain 
for the matrix Y: 

Y= 

1 

i/5 

1 

v3 

1 

V3 
0 

/v3 
1 1 

(6)' (6)» 1 

0 
1 

V2 

1 

V2 
0 

0 0 0 1 

(98) 

A 

Of the four outer electrons of a normal carbon atom 
in the "trivalent" state, three electrons are placed in the 
orbitals ax, «2, and a3, forming single bonds together 
with other similar electrons with opposite spin from the 
neighboring atoms, and the fourth electron is placed in 
the jr-orbital contributing to a partial double bond ac- 
cording to the MO-theory. Here we are particularly 
interested in these ir-electrons. 

In the MO-LCAO theory developed in this paper, we 
have up till now taken all bonding electrons into ac- 
count in forming the matrices S, H, and H' for the 
molecule under consideration. However, the <r-orbitals 
and the ir-orbitals are of a different symmetry type, 
since the former are symmetric and the latter antisym- 
metric with respect to the molecular plane. For the 
overlap matrix Sh, as well as for the energy matrix //„,. 
and H„,', based on a Hartree-Fock-Dirac effective 
Hamiltonian for the ground state, this implies that all 
mixed elements with {»v)= (TT<X) will vanish identically. 
All these matrices will therefore exactly split into a 

FIG. 1. Trigonal hybridization in a conjugated system. 

7r-part and a <r-part 

'S,    1) 
S"(»    S.)'   H=(o    H> 

/H,'     Ox 

V 0     H,7 
(99) 

This result does not mean that the treatment of the 
ir-electrons can be entirely separated from the treatment 
of the ff-electrons since both types are involved in the 
mathematical expression for the effective Hamiltonian 
causing a rather complicated interaction of the Coulomb 
and the exchange type However, if the elements of H' 
in some way have been evaluated, then the questions 
of finding the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of 
H„' and H„' may be considered as independent prob- 
lems. A more detailed study of the possibility of 
separating the treatments of the T- and a-electrons has 
recently been given by Altmann.5- 

Before concluding this section, we will go back to the 
general hybridi. .tion problem, where it . mains to 
investigate the special case when the three hybrids 
hi, /i2, and h3 with known directions form angles, of 
which at least one is 90°. In this case the solution (96) 
breaks down, and the problem must be reexamined. 

Let us consider the case of ai2=0. According to 
(95), at least one o: the relations c*i3 = 0 or 023=0 must 
hold, and if. e.g., the former is true, we conclude that 
KI = 0 i.e., that the hybrid hi is a pure 2/>-orbital, and 
that the remaining orbitals h2, h3, and hi all have their 
directions in the plane perpendicular to h\. More in- 
formation is then needed fur solving the problem, and 
we will therefore consider the triple a%», an, and an, 
which usually determines the values of «2, K3, and Ki, 
in a way analogous to (96). However, also this solution 
breaks down if, e.g., a23 = 0. In this case, at least one of 
the relations a-a = 0 or «34 = 0 must be true, and if the 
former holds, we conclude that K2 -0, i.e., that ht is a 
pure 2/>-orbital, and that the remaining orbitals h3 and 
hi must have their directions along the line perpendicu- 

*5. L. Aitmann, Froc. Roy. Soc. (London) A210, 327, 343 
(19r-..;. See also Coulson, March, and Altman, Proc. Nat. Acad. 
Sci. U. S. 38, 372 (1952). 
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lar to the (hi, ^-plane. We observe that it is impossible 
to determine the amount of s-character in these orbitals 
from the angular dependence, but that we have 
d32+at

2= 1. The acetylene molecule C2H2 is an example 
of a hybridization of this type. 

PART II. APPLICATIONS OF THE MOLECULAR 
ORBITAL THEORY TO THE PERTURBED 

BENZENE RING 

5. Properties of the w-Orbitals of the Unperturbed 
Benzene Molecule 

Here we will apply the MO-theory developed in 
Part I to the treatment of the benzene molecule, CsHe, 
which represents the simplest example of a conjugated 
system of the ring type. According to the general 
theorem proven in the previous section in connection, 
with the formula (99), the fundamental matrices S, H, 
and H' for all bonding electrons exactly split into two 
parts, a w-part and a <r-part. in this paper we are going 
to discuss only the former, i.e., the matrices S„ H„, and 
H,' of order six, which are associated with the six 
ir-orbitals of the ring. We will number the atoms and 
the -<r-AO according to Fig. 2. 

The benzene problem is essentially simplified by the 
high symmetry DM of the molsculo. The ir-prob!em may 
be considered as having a special form of cyclic symmetry 
of order N, for .V = 6.30 Treating first the general case, a 
matrix A is said to be a cyclic matrix of order N, if it 
fulfills the conditions 

Ar,, = A0,^ = Ap,    (/>=V-M),   AP+N = AX.    (iOO) 

Such a matrix is a linear form of the more general 
crystal matrix, and it is easily proven31 that the matrix 
A is transformed into diagonal lorm by iht unitary 
matrix 

1 
C„'=—<*W,    j = 0, 1, • • •, iV-1.       (101) 
        ArJ 

"The case of N=3 occurs, for example, in a treatment of 
borazole by C. C. J. Rooihaan and R. S. Mulliken, J. Chem. Pbys. 
16, US (1948). 

» See F. Bloch, Z. Physik 52, 555 (1929). 

The eigenvalues of A are the diagonal elements of the 
matrix a=C'AC: 

N—l 
a'=(OAC)»"=i; Apexp(2iripj/M).      (102) 

p-0 

By using the same unitary transformation, it is also 
F:G 2 Numbering     easy to ca'culate anv matrix F, which is a function of 

of the carbon atoms      A, F= F(A), for we obtain 
in a benzene ring. 

F=CF(CtAC)Ct=CF(a)Ct, (103) 
and 

3 F„„=- £'F(ai)exp{2iri(ji-v)j/N).      (104) 
N »=o 

The product of two cyclic matrices, A and B, of order N 
is further another cyclic matrix of the same order, and 
we have 

(AB), 
N-l 

£ A, (105) 

Let us now consider the case of the ir-electrons of 
benzene, i.e., AT = 6. The fundamental matrices H and S 
are both cyclic matrices of order 6, and we introduce the 
customary notations: 

//„•= (d, 0U 02, 03, 02, 0l)cyclic, 

c    enc    c    c    c    c \ 
>•-> iiv— v^>   WA> *^2| *-?3, *-J2, *-> l/cyclic 

(106) 

By using (105), it is easily shown that the matrices S 
and H commute, SH = HS, and the matrix H' given by 
(7) is therefore simplified to the form 

H'=H(l+S)-!. (107) 

Since H' is another cyclic matrix of order 6, it is also 
transformed to diagonal form by the unitary trans- 
formation (101) with .V = 6, and we obtain the orbital 
energies 

a+201 cos7r_/'/3+ 2/32 cos2jr/'/3+03 COST./ 

\-\-2SI cosTrj/3+2Si cos2ir j/Z+Sz COSTTJ 
,   (108) 

where ,7 = 0, 1, • • -5, or j=0, ±1, ±2, 3. We note that 
the levels j=0 and j=3 are nondegenerate, whereas 
the levels 7 = ±1 and _/=±2 are doubly degenerate. 
By using the diagonal matrix s = OSC with elements 
given by (102), formula (i08) is easily derived from 
(107) by means of the matrix relation 

CtH'C=CTH(i-r-S)-'C=CtHC-(l-|-s)-1.    (109) 

Introducing the quantities yk = Pk—atSk (k=l, 2, 3), 
which are invariant32 against an arbitrary change of the 
zero-point of the effective Hamiltonian, we can finally 
write the orbital energies in the form 

t'=a+(?fi cosirj/3+2y2 COS2TTj/3 

  +Y»cos*i)/(H-si).    (110) 

» P. O. Lowdin, J. Chem. Phys. 18,365 (1950); see p. 368. 

'•     - 
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/ 

.According to (101) for AT = 6, the coefficients C in the 
molecular orbitals are given by 

cy=—«»*««, (in) 
6* 

and the MO themselves have therefore the form 

1    « 
$'= — E we"""73, (112) 

where <?,, are the orthonormalized TT-AO. By using the 
matrix relation 

4=V?C=4.(l+S)-»C=4.C(l+s)-},        (113) 

the MO can also be expressed in the form 

s 
+*= (6+6s')H E **e*""", (114) 

where #„ are the given AO of the 2/>z-type defined 
in (85). 

Here we have used a conjugate complex description 
of the degenerate levels, but we note that the most 
general real representation of the coefficients C may be 
written in the form 

1 
C»' = — cosiTfij/3,   j= 0, 3 

6* (115) 
1 l 

CV' = — cos(a+ TT/JJ/3), Cy" = — sin(a+ *\"»/3), 
v3~ V3 

y«1,2 
where a is an arbitrary real angle. 

In order to prepare the treatment, of the perturbed 
benzene molecule according to Sec. 3, we will now evalu- 
ate the fundamental quantities dllt

ik, fl„,', and x^,,«x'* 
for the unperturbed molecule. According to (26) and 
(111), we obtain, in the conjugate complex description, 

<**,'* = \ expirt(fc- j)(M+ V)/6• COSTT(£+ j)(p- v)/6, 
(116) 

which gives for the separate charge and bond orders 

?«' = £,   p„,^h cosTr(n-v) j/3. (117) 

By using (48) and (111), we get further for p= v— n: 

cosvpa/3 
<V=fio..V=Gp,=i   E ,      (H8) 

«*(./)    «'— t" 

whore the denominators may be taken from (108) or 
(110). We note that, for each j = 0,1,2, and 3, there are 
only four independent elements Qp». The mutabilities 
are then determined by the general formula (49): 

1 

2 

which for j—k gives 

) 
irM,,,x,' = — {fi„_,'cosir(i -X)/3 

12 

+ il„-J COBIT(P- K)/3+ $W cos5r(ju-X)/3 

+ SWcosirG«-«)/3}.    (120) 

AH the quantities fundamental for a second-order 
perturbation theory are then evaluated, and the results 
in Sec. 3 can be directly applied to computing the 
properties of the perturbed ring. All these results are of 
a general nature and may be taken over also in a more 
elaborate MO-theory of the perturbed benzene molecule. 

6. The "Nearest Neighbor" Approximation in the 
Naive Molecular Orbital Theory 

In addition to the genera', theory given in the previous 
section, we will now consider in greater detail the "near- 
est neighbor" approximation in the nai've MO-theory 
of the perturbed benzene ring. This type of approxima- 
tion, which is sometimes also called the "tight-binding" 
approximation, seems to have been first introduced by 
Bloch81 in the band theory of metals. It is based on the 
assumption that, in the matrices S and H with respect 
to lie given AO, only the elements associated with the 
same or adjacent atoms are of importance, whereas 
elements associated with a pair of higher neighborhood 
may be neglected. This approximation is characterized 
by a high simplicity, but it is certainly not very ac- 
curate. 

The fundamental matrices (106) are in this approxi- 
mation of the simple form 

H= (a, (3, 0, 0, 0, 8)oyc,i0 

S=(0, 5,0, 0, 0,5)„yoIi„. 
(121) 

For 5 we will use the values 5=0 (overlap neglected) 
and 5=0.25, and further we will use the quantity 
7 = /3— uS. We note that it is easy to evaluate any given 
function of the matrix S according to formula (104), 
and, as examples, we give the matrices 

(l+S)-l = (1.1555; -0.3111; 0.0888; -0.0444; 
0.0888; -0.3111)oyciiC, 

(l+S)->= (1.0548; -0.1430; 0.0303; -0.0129; 
0.0303; -0.1430)cy<llic, 

(122) 

for 5=0.25, which may be useful in treating a molecule 
having about the same overlapping scheme as benzene. 

We observe that the "nearest neighbor" approxima- 
tion is explicitly based on an assumption concerning the 
extension of the given AO, which means that it cannot 
be generalized with the same degree of accuracy to 
matrices with respect to the ON-AO, which usually 
have much larger extensions. The matrix H', evaluated 

'. 

I . 
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TABLE II. 

i 5-0 5=0.25 

C 
rfcl 
±2 

3 

a+2B 
a+B 
a-B 
a- IB 

«+1.33337 
a+O.87 
a— 1.33337 
a —Ay 

(124) 

from (107), (121), and (122), has also the form 

H'=(a-0.62227; 1.24447; -0.35557;. 
0.17777; -0.35557; 1.24447)cyclic,    (123) 

showing also interaction between ON-AO of higher 
neighborhood. The matrix (123) was first given in 
another way by Chirgwin and Coulson.12 

According to (108) and (110), we obtain the values for 
the orbital energies e' of the unperturbed molecule, 
which are listed in Table II. Hence, the symmetry 
around the point t=a is disturbed by the inclusion of 
the overlap. The matrix d is given by (116), and, by 
using (118) and (124), we obtain the values of the 
quantities fip' which are presented in Table III. The 
mutabilities ir„, a" can then be evaluated by means of 
(120), and the results for 5=0 are given in Table IV. 
As we will see later, the alt. mating signs in the series 
of total atom-atom mutabi for the ground state 
will render an explanation the chemical law of 
"alternating polarity" for benzene. The total atom-bond 
mutabilities are zero, in agreement with a gereral 
theorem given by Coulson and Longuet-Higgins.6 

In Table V, we have presented a comparison between 
the values of the separate mutabilities wr,,aJ' for 5=0 
and 5=0.25. The scries of total atom-atom mutabilities 
was first given for 5=0.25 by Chirgwin and Coulson,12 

who remarked that, except for the change in unit from 
1/fl to I/7, these total quantities are only slightly 
affected by the inclusion of the overlap. However, 
fvpn. if (his is true for the total mutabilities, the table 
shows that the separate mutabilities are rather strongly 
changed when going over from 5=0 to 5—0.25. This 

TABLE 111(a). The quantities fl,-' in units of 1/720 forS=0. 

X 0 1 2 3 

0 35 5 -13 -19 
1 4 -22 -14 -4 
2 -4 -22 14 -4 
3 —35 5 13 -19 

TABLE IH(b). The quantities a,' in units of 1/5767 for 5=0.25. 

X 0 1 2 3 

0 450 126 -198 -306 
1 -70 -245 -205 -110 
2 -90 -117 45 !8 
3 -130 -2 38 -50 

means that if, for instance, the frontier electrons turn 
out to have particular importance, then the overlap 
must be included from the very beginning, particularly 
when treating heteromolecules. Finally, ve note that 
there are a series of simple identities and check relations 
for the mutabilities, which z>.j.y be derived by consider- 
ing such perturbations as leave the orbital energies 
unchanged. 

Charge and Bond Orders of the Pi.turbed Benzene 
Ring—Ike Directing Power of a Perturbation 

For the sake of simplicity, let us first consider the 
case of overlap neglected, 5=0. Let further the per- 
turbations V,,,, defined by (31), be given as fractions of 
the quantity /3: 

V„=i,fi,    FMr=^pv/3    (n^v). (125) 

According to the general formula (72) and Table IV, we 
obtain for the total charge orders q„ associated with the 
ground state, 

9l=l-|-(43^-1762-|-53-1154+66-1756)/108, 

q2= l+(4352- 176VI-...- ll*8+*«- l75,)/i08, 
• • • and cyclic.    (126) 

A special case of these formulas was first given by 
Wheland and Pauling,3 and the coefficients in general 
may be found in Coulson and Longuet-Higgur?.6 Since 
ail atom-bond mutabilities are zero, all the charge 
orders are independent of the perturbations «?„„ of the 
bond affinities. 

As was mentioned previously in Sec. 2, the total 
charge orders were firsi utilized by Wheland and 
Pauling for investigating the "directing power" of a 
perturbation, and here we will add a few remarks con- 
cerning this problem for the perturbed benzene ring. 
Since a cationoid reagent is always electron-seeking, it 
seems natural to assume that a substitution of such a 
reagent will take place preferentially at that carbon 
atom of the ring, which has the largest negative charge.3* 
The atom-atom mutabilities of Table IV show now that, 
for 5„>0, there will be a large increase of the electron 
density at the place n of the perturbation and that the 
perturbation will cause also a slight increase of the 
density at the raeto-position and comparatively large 
decreases at the ortho- and /»ara-positions (meta- 
directing power). For 5„<0, the conditions will be 
changed (orj*w-/>ara-directing power). 

The alternating signs in the row for the total atom- 
atom mutabilities seem therefore to give an explanation 
of the chemical law of alternating polarity for the per- 
turbed ring. The same law holds probably in general 
for all conjugated systems, and here it may therefore 
be of some interest to test explicitly for benzene the 
validity of the idea mentioned previously by Lennard- 
Jones4 and by Fukui, Yonezawa, and Shmgu" that the 

* See reference 26, p. 149. 
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TABLE IV. 

LECU 

Separate 

LAR    ORBITAL    THEORY 

mutabilities *>,,«x" in units of 1/2165 for S' = 0. 

Indexes 
j tl.ll 

Atom 
11.22 

atom 
11.33 11.44 

Atom-bond 
11.12        11.23        11.34                    12.12 

Bond-bond 
12.23               12.34 !2.45 

0 
-fcl 
±2 

3 
total' 

35 
4 

-4 
-35 

86 

5 
-11 

11 
-5 

-34 

-13 
7 

13 
2 

-19 
4 

— 4 
19 

-22 

20       -4       -16                  20 
-10           2            8                -3.5 
-10           2            8                   3.5 

20       -4       -16              -20 
0          0            0                  26 

8 
-9.5 

9.5 
-8 

-22 

-10 
8.5 

-8.5 
10 
14 

-16 
5.5 

-5.5 
16 

-10 

a Total =twice the sum of the contributions from the orbitals 0 and dbl. associated with the ground state. 

alternating character should depend mainly on the 
properties of the highest occupied orbital in the ground 
state. In Table IV, we can find the contributions to the 
total atom-atom mutabilities from the different occu- 
pied orbitals, and the phenomenon of the alternating 
signs is here due to '.he combined effect of the lowest 
orbital and the next two higher orbitals.33* The particu- 
lar importance of the frontier electrons may be true for 
more complicated conjugated compounds, but Table IV 
shows that it is not valid for the simple case of benzene. 

The simple theory of directing power by Wheland 
and Pauling was slightly complicated by the observa- 
tion that most or//w-/>ara-directing perturbations also 
activate the ring in comparison to benzene, and that 
most we/a-directing perturbations deactivate the ring. 
In order to obtain even this effect, Wheland ~nd Paul- 
ine3 assumed that each perturbation A, in addition to 
the perturbation 8A in its own position, causes also 
smaller perturbations &A'=KSA in the positions of the 
adjacent atoms. According to (126), this activation 
condition is fulfilled and the nature of the directing 
power is preserved, if K satisfies the inequality, V28 
<K<1/4. Wheland and Pauling proposed the reason- 
able value K=1/10, but, following Nordheim and 
Sponer,M we will here use the value <c= 1/8. Still other 
values are in use." 

We can now treat the question of the different re- 
activities of the carbon a1.<ms in a perturbed benzene 
ling by formula (126), where for £„ (jt= i, 2, • • •, 6) we 
take the values obtained by summing the contributions 
from the perturbations A, B, • • • introduced in the ring. 

By using the general formula (72) and Table IV, we 
obtain further, for the total bond orders p„, associated 
with the ground state, 

#ii=i+(130w-110„+7i>M 

-50«,+ 70,,-J.10„)/lO8, 

/>M=!+(13#23-11034+7046 
(127) 

-5tfid-70ti--ll<WlO8, 
and cyclic. 

After computing these bond orders, the bond lengths may 
be found according to the semi-empirical scheme de- 
scribed by Coulson and Longuet-Higgins. We note 
that even (127) gives rise to properties of alternating 
character. Since ail total bond-atom mutabilities are 
zero, the total bond orders are entirely independent of 
the perturbations 5^ in the charge affinities. This im- 
plies that, since the quantities &f, usually may be con- 
sidered as rather small, the bond orders and hence the 

TABLE V. Comparison between separate mutabilities r„„, ,x" in units cf l/P for 5=0, and in units of !/•>• for 5=0.25. 

0   0 
0.25 

±1    0 
0.25 

±2   0 
0.25 

3   0 
0.25 

total* 
0 
0.25 

Atom-atom 
11.22 11.33 11.44 

Atom-bond 
11.23 12.12 

Bond-bor.':* 
12.23 12,34 

0.16204 0.02315 -0.06019 -0.08796 
0 26042 0.07292 -0.11458 -0.17708 

0.01852 -0.05093 0.03241 0.01852 
-0.04051 -0.07089 0.05932 0.06366 

-0.01852 0.05093 -0.0324! -0.01852 
-0.05208 0.03385 -0.01302 0.01042 

-0.16204 -0.02315 0.06019 0.08796 
-0.07523 0.00116 0.02199 0.02894 

0.39814 -0.15740  0.00926 -0.10186 
0.35880 -0.13774  0.00810 -0.09954 

0.09259 -0.01852 -0.07407 
0.16667 -0.02083 -0.14583 

-0.04650  0.00926 0.03704 
-0.08102  0.00579 0.07523 

-0.04630  0.00926 0.03704 
-0.02083  0.01042 0.01042 

C.09259 -0.01852 -0.07407 
0.03704  0.01157 -0.02546 

0.09259 0.03704 -0.04630 
0.16667 0.07292 -0.08333 

-0.01620 -0.04398 0.03935 
-0.05570 -0.06004 0.05715 

0.01620 C.0435'8 -0.03935 
-0.00911 0.02995 -0.02474 

-0.09259 -0.03704 0.04630 
-0.03704 -0.01273 0.01852 

12,45 

-0.07407 
-0.14583 

C.02546 
0.06149 

-0.02546 
-0.00130 

0.07407 
0.02546 

0.12038 -0.10186  0.C6482 -004630 
0.ii054 -O.G9432  0.06192 -0.04572 

* The total Quantities are teterred to the ground state. 

te added in proof: Coinpaic also H. H. Greenwood, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 1653L (1952). 
... J. Nordheim and H. Sponer, J. Chem. Phys. 20,285 (1952). 

* H. H. JaCe, J. Chem. Phys 20, 279, 778 (1952) hae u=d the large value s=!/3 together with the assumption that even higher 
neighbors are affected according to a geometrical progression in *. 

"• Note i 
u G. P. 
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TABLE VI. Dipole moments oi come heterocyclics con 
nitrogen in Debye units (= iO-18 esu). 6N = 0.6. 

uaining 

Compound 
Calculated     Calculated 
x-moment     <r-moment 

Dipole moment 
calculated      observe'.'* 

Pyridine 
Pyridazine 
Pyrimidine 
Pyrazine 

1.51            0.85 
2.60            1.48 
1.51            0.85 

0                0 

2.36 
4.08 
2.56 

0 

2.22 
3.94 
2.42 

0 

• The observed data are taken from Wesson's compilation: I.. G. Wesson. 
Tables of Elntric Dipole \fnmenls (Massachusetts Insti'.ute of Technology, 
t<>48>. 

bond lengths are only slightly affected by perturbations 
of the ring. This is in agreement with experience. 

We have here investigated only the case 5=0, but 
the corresponding formulas for 5=0.25 are easily 
written up by using (72) and Table V. We note that, in 
the latter case, the perturbations V„„ denned by (31), 
must be given as fractions of the quantity y: 

perturbations introduced in the ring, and we will 
therefore use a constant bond length a equal to the 
bcnze.ie value (" = 1.40Xi0~3 cm) and a hexagonal 
iorm of the ring. From (126), it is then easily shown 
that each perturbation gives rise to a vector contribu- 
tion to the ir-moment of the magnitude ea5„/3 esu with 
ihe direction from the center to the atom p. Using the 
value e=4.80X10~10 esu, this gives a vector contribu- 
tion of 

2.24 5„ Debye units (129) 

for each perturbation. However, each heteroatom or 
group A introduced in a specific position in the ring 
causes, in addition to 8A, also smaller perturbations 
&Y =0,4/8 in the adjacent positions, and the resulting 
vector contribution from A <s therefore 

Vu„= oM7, V   = »9 ,y    (/u^x). a 28) 

When overlap is included, there is a slight complication 
of the theory depending on the fact that the charge 
orders q„ are strictly speaking associated with the 
ON-AO <Pi„ and these orbitals are only semilocc'ized 
on the atoms /i-38 However, since the whole naive 
MO-theory is in all events very crude, we believe that 
the quantities </„ and />„, may be used ana "inter- 
preted" in the semi empirical theory in the same way 
as before. 

In this connection, we observe that, since the ad- 
vantage of the naive theory is just its simplicity, it is in 
general impossible to improve the theory within its 
own frame. An essential improvement can first be ob- 
tained by studying a much more elaborate theory, 
based on antisymmetrized molecular wave functions, 
but, also in this case, many of the quantities treated 
here will still be useful. 

Calculation of Dipole Moments of the 
Perturbed Benzene Atng*7 

We shall now investigate the contributions from the 
T-electrons to the dipole moment of the perturbed 
benzene ring. Since the total charge of the ir-electrons 
is different from zero, it is convenient to use the sym- 
metry center of the ring as fixed reference point and 
origin of the coordinate system. 

Let us first consider the simple case 5=0. In ihe 
naive MO-theory, the total ^--electron charges at the 
various atoms are given by the quantities eq„ deter- 
mined by (126). Since these relations are linear in the 
first-order approximation, it is sufficient to consider 
only one of the perturbations 5„. According to (127), 
the bond lengths are only slightly affected by the 

» See also R. McWeeny, J. Chem. Phys. 19, lf.14 L (1951) with 
errata in J. Chem. Phys. 20, 920 L (1952). 

" F<T a preliminary report of the results in this section, see 
P. O. Ltjwdin, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 1323 L, (1951). 

2.52 8A Debye units. (130) 

Thus we have found theoretically that the ordinary 
vector addition rule for calculating dipole moments holds 
even for the contributions from the mobile ir-electrons 
of the perturbed benzene ring. In order to find the total 
dipole moment of the molecule, we have then only to 
add the contribution from the ©--elections with respect 
to the center, determined by the vector rule from the 
bond moments. 

As examples, we wi!! consider perturbed benzene 
rings containing nitrogen or methyl-groups. If in 
pyridine, C6H6N, the value oN = 2, recommended by 
Wheland and Pauling5 is used, formula (130) gives a 
ir-moment of 5.04 D; a more exact solution of the secular 
equation gives 4.48 D. Both these values are much too 
high to be in agreement with the observed data, and 
thus ON and then the whole o-scale must be essentially 
reduced in value in order to correspond to the correct 
dipole moments. We have found a value of ON = 0.6 
more reasonable, and in Table VI we have summarized 
our results for pyridine and the diazines in comparison 
to the experimental values. Our fa-value is supported 
by a recent paper by Orgei et a/.,88 where it is shown by 
solving the secular equation that a value of fa= 1.0 
gives ir-moments which are too high by a factor 1.6. 

We will further investigate some benzene derivatives 
containing a methyl group. Neglecting hyperconjuga- 
tion. the influence of the methyl group is treated as 
only causing a perturbation 5cHa at the carbon atom of 
the ring, where it i* attached. From chemical observa- 
tions, it is a well-known fact that nitrogen in pyridine 
is meta-directing, whereas the methyl group in toluene 
is ortho-paradirecting; the former corresponds to a 
positive value of fa and the latter to a negative value 
of 6CH3. By using the value rVra3= —0.10, we have ob- 
tained the results for toluene, the xylenes, and the 
picolines listed in Table VII. 

In this investigation, two adjustable parameters give 
values of the dipole moments of clever, molecules in good 

» Orgel, Cottrell, Dick, and Sutton, Trans. Faraday Soc. 47, 
113 (1951). 

• 
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agreement with experience. The naive MO-theory gives 
us here a device for correlating the observed chemical 
properties of directing power with the values of the 
dipole moments. We note particularly the increase 
of the dipole moment from pyridine to 7-picoline, which 
is associated with the difference in sign between Sa and 
6CH3, i.e., with the difference in directing power. 

Here we have discussed only the naive MO-theory 
in the simple case when overlap is neglected (5=0), 
but now we will derive also a more exact expression for 
the dipole moment of the ir-electrons. For this purpose 
we will consider the bonding-overlapping matrix R 
introduced in reference 20, p. 1572, by the formula 

or 
R=(l+S)-»dt»'(l+S)-*, 

^""(l+S),,-*. R„-Z (1+S) 
a0 

(131) 

(132) 

We describe the system of 7r-electrons in the ground 
state by an antisymmetrized molecular wave function, 
*, which is approximated by a determinant of molecular 
spin-orbitals (MSO) formed by taking the product of 
the MO 4' and the ordinary spin functions. The ir-mo- 
ment is then 

D,= e |Vx¥(<fr (133) 

This expression, can be simpiified in the following way 
by using (131): 

D,= f. 2e D   I fx^dr 

oco /• 

I      H* J 

MO /» 
 1a V V J    ii'l    - — -   J- -   -5 i_ ^_ "»»      i   <f»*V»"•' 

•eY.d., i <Pu*<p £T 

TABLE VII. Dipole moments of some benzene derivatives 
containing nitroijen and methyl, in Debve units. JN = 0.6 and 
aCHj=—0.1. 

Dipcle moments Dipole momenta 
Compound   calculated     observed*    Compound     calculated     observed* 

Toh'<>-« 
o-xylene 
m-xylene 
p-xylene 

0.25 
0.44 
0.25 

0 

0.3/ 
0.52 
0.37 

0 

or-picoline 
/3-picoline 
7-picoline 

2.49 
2.25 
2.01 

1.72 
2.30 
2.57 

* See reference a. Table VI. 

In order to compute the 7r-moment, we have therefore 
to calculate the total charge and bond orders, 0„ and 
/>„„, which form the elements of the matrix d,,,*"1, and 
after inclusion of the overlap matrix S according to 
(131), wc can then find the n-moments if tiie integrals 
Si>i^4>dr are known. We note that the quantities 
q„ and p„r still play a fundamental role, but that more 
information about the molecule is needed here than in 
the naive theory. 

Colculation of Orbital Energies for the 
Perturbed Benzene Ring 

The orbital energies are of particular importance *nr 
investigating various properties of the molecule as a 
7/hole. We observe that the orbital energies cannot be 
diuctly used for evaluating excitation energies, since, 
for this purpose, they have to be completed with in- 
formation about the separate "repulsion integrals," but 
that they give the ionization energies of the perturbed 
molecule according to Koopmans' theorem89 with a 
high degree of accuracy.40 

The orbital energies «» for the perturbed benzene ring 
can easily be obtained to the second order by means of 
the perturbation scheme developed in Sec. 3. According 
to Eqs. (52) and '80), we obtain for the nondegenerate 
and the doubly degenerate levels, respectively: 

„;_ Ttii 

e'= U*l±. I U"'\,    j= ±1, =fc2. 
("13^ 

where the elements U'k are given by (46). As an ex- 
ample we will tabulate the orbital energies for the sim- 

« 

=e L a.Mtot(l+S)<ia-» f<M**Ml+SV 
M*.atfi J 

y.^U-r-S^-Mj**,,: 

H 

afi    pr 

••e'Z.Rf. ( <t>a%<f>fdr, 

which gives the formula 

B,=eYl Rw* I 4><&<i>£T. f, 

(134) 

(135) 

Mono perturbed 
ring 

Orlho-AB        Mela AB        Para-AB 

Diperturbed ring 

Fic. 3. Types of perturbations Introduced in the ring. In addi- 
tion to the perturbations S* and SB in the positions of .4 and B, 
respectively, there are also smaller perturbations SA'=!A/8 and 
Jfl'^Sfl/8 in ihe adjacent positions. 

"T. Kooomans. Physica 1, 104 (1934). See also C. C. J. 
Roothaan, Revs. Modem Phys. 23, 69 (1951). 

*• See the discussion given by Mulliken in R. S. Mulliken, J. 
chim. phys. 46, 497 (1949). 
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pie cases of a ring containing one or two perturbations, 
A and B, according to Fig. 3. 

For the sake of simplicity, only the case of perturbed 
charge affinities for 5=0 will be treated explicitly, i.e., 

F„„=5J3,    F„,= 0   {fi^v). (137) 

The more general problem can be solved in the same 
way without any difficulties. The actual matrix ele- 
ments U'' and U>'' (/= — j) have now the form 

U» = e«»+- E *,+- E M«*M* «", 
6 » 2 i" 

fi fp 
i7»' = -E 8M«-**<*"H—E M«fiM-«'e"Ti<"+""3, 

6 * 6 »» 

(138) 

and, for the real and imaginary parts of £/"', we get 
specifically 

ile{ U'>') = - E K COS2THj/3 
6 f 

P 
H— E MA-«' COST(/I+K)J'/3, 

6   »« 
(139) 

/ {£/»'} = — £ gM sin2x/ij/3 
6   M 

/3s 

 E V«"M-«' sinir(M+*)i/3, 
6 c« 

TABLE VIII. Orbital energies for a monoperturbed ring for 5=0 
and «x' = 8^/S: e*-a+#ty+C«>«4+6A*'«.**). 

3 r> CA> CAA' 

0 2 0.20833 0.08840 
r 1 0.35417 -0.00731 
i" 1 0.06250 0.00195 
2' -1 0.35417 0.00731 
2" -1 0.06250 -0.00195 
3 -2 0.20833 -0.08840 

TABLE IX. Comparison between values of the orbital energies* 
for a monoperturbed ring, obtained by means of perturbation 
theory (PT) or by solving the secular equation (SE): 4,4=0.5, 1, 
1.5, and 2. 

J Mrthod *A -0.5 3.4-! ik=1.5 SA-2 

0 PT 
SE 

2.126 
2.130 

2.297 
2.322 

2.511 
2.584 

2.770 
2.907 

1' PT 
SE 

1.175 
1.172 

1.347 
1.319 

1.515 
1.431 

1.679 
1.510 

1" PT 
SE 

1.031 
1.031 

1.064 
1.064 

1.098 
1.098 

i.133 
1.133 

2' PT 
3E 

-0.821 
-0.824 

-0.639 
-0.659 

-0.452 
-0.512 

-0.262 
-0.383 

2" PT 
SE 

-0.969 
-0.909 

-0.939 
-0.93S 

-0.91! 
-0.911 

-0.883 
-0.883 

3 PT 
SE 

-1.918 
-1.915 

-1.880 
-1.857 

-1.886 
-1.816 

-1.937 
-1.785 

<                       '<«- _~\ ia 

and thereafter the angle 2<f> in (84), which determines 
the coefficients in the perturbed MO. 

The results for a monoperturbed benzene ring are 
given in Table VIII, and, in Table EX, we have given a 
comparison between trie energies obtained according 
to second-order perturbation theory (PT) and the 
energies obtained by solving the secular equation (SE). 
In the last table, oniy the quantities (e—a)//3 are 
listed. We note that the perturbation theory shows 
excellent agreement with the SE-values in the region 
5,1 = 0.5, and that the accuracy is sufficient for most 
purposes in the naive theory also around the point 
84-I. 

In Table X we have finally fisted the orbital en- 
ergies fur a diperturbed benzene ring with 5=0 and 
&A'=8A/&, 6V=8B/8. The energies are here expressed 
in the form: 

t'=a+Px', 

x>= T'+CA'SA+CB'SB+C'S 

+ CAAi&A2+CABi8AhB+CBn'bB'i (140) 
+ (CAAi&A°+CAB>5Ai6B+CBAi6AdBl+CBBi6B~°)/6., 

{-(W-VAM-VB')*, 

The results given in Tables VIII and X wiii be utilized 
in subsequent papers. 

A discussion of the symmetry properties of the mono- 
and diperturbed benzene ring has recently been given 
by Nordheim and Sponer,34 who have also investigated 
the molecular orbitals and the orbital energies of some 
compounds of these types by solving the secular equa- 
tions. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

The general second-order perturbation theory for 
perturbed conjugated systems, developed in the first 
part of this paper, seems to have a sufficient accuracy 
for most applications in the semi-empirical theory. If 
the basic MO-propcrties of, e.g., a parent hydrocarbon 
are known, it is possible to derive the corresponding 
properties of a heterocomnound, obtained by replacing 
one or more carbon atoms by heteroatoms or groups, 
in a rather simple way without the laborious solution of 
higher order secular equations with different elements. 

For small perturbations (8<1), the same perturba- 
tion scheme may be used also in a more elaborate 
MO-theory, and, for larger perturbations, one has the 
possibility of improving the accuracy by the inclusion 
of terms of the third and higher orders. 

In the second part of the paper, the theory has been 
applied to the perturbed benzene ring having six r-or- 
bitals, and e number 0? useful "benzene constants" have 
beeii tabulated. We note that, by splitting the secular 
equation in a way recently described by the author,21 

it is possible to transform problems concerning sub- 
stituted benzenes having seven, eight, or more ir-or- 
bitals, inlt- a form where they are Hnseiy reMed to the 

I 
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TABLE X. Orbital energies for a diperturbed benzene ring with 5=0, 5A'=SA/S, and OV = SB/8, according to formula (140). 

Compound j r Cy(' -Cfi) # CAA>=C.BB> CitB' CAA> -CBB< SAB' -CBA' 

0,-!ho-AB 0 2 0.20833 0.08840 0.04832 
r 1 0.20833 0.14583 -0.00268 -0.04029 -0.00463 -0.05165 
i" ; -0.14583 -0.00268 -0.04029 0.0O463 0.05165 
2' -i 0.20833 0.14583 0.00268 0.04029 0.00463 0.05165 
2" -l 0.20833 -0.14583 0.00268 0.04029 -0.00463 -0.05165 
3 -2 0.20833 -0.08840 -0.04832 ... ... 

Meta-AB 0 2 0.20833 0.08840 -0.07668 
1' 1 0.20833 0.14583 -0.00268 0.02611 -0.00463 0.04210 
1" 1 0.20833 -0.14583 -0.00268 0.02611 0.00463 -0.04210 
2' -1 0.20833 0.14583 0.00268 -0.02611 0.00463 -0.04210 
2" -1 0.20833 -0.14583 0.00268 -0.02611 -0.00463 0.04210 
3 -2 0.20833 -0.08840 0.07668 ... 

Para-AB 0 2 0.20833 0.08840 -0.12008 
1' 1 0.35417 -0.00731 0.07133 
1" 1 0.06250 0.00195 - 0.00390 
2' -1 0.35417 0.00731 -0.07133 
2" -1 0.06250 -0.00195 0.00390 
3 -2 0.20833 -0.08840 -0.12008 

benzene problem treated here, and where the same 
"benzene constants" may again be useful. 
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Wavelength Shifts in the near Ultraviolet Spectra of Fluorinated Benzenes 
H. SPONER* 

Department of Physics, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 
(Received June 30, 1953) 

Results on wavelength shifts of the 0,0 bands in the near ultraviolet absorption spectra of a number of 
fluorinated benzenes are presented, and a brief discussion in terms of the inductive effect and the icigration 
effect is added. 

IT has been observed that the electronic transition 
which occurs in benzene at 2600A shifts toward 

longer wavelengths upon substitution. This shift has 
been the subject of many studies and was discussed, 
usually together with the intensity of the absorption 
spectra, in its dependence upon the resonance inter- 
action between ring ai.d substituent (migration effect, 
mesomeric effect) and upon the polarity of the ring- 
substituent bond (inductive effect).1 In general, the 
results on intensities161"2 have been more satisfactory 
than those on wavelength shifts. 

We have made in our laboratory some interesting 
observations on wavelength shifts in the spectra of 
fluorinated benzenes. The most unusual result was 
obtained for 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene.3 Unlike the cases of 
other substitutions studied spectroscopically, in which 
the spectrum of the trisubstituted derivative shifts 
further to the red as compared to that of the mono- 
derivative (see for example 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene4 in 
Table I), the spectrum of 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene shifts 
toward the violet as compared to the fluorobenzene 
spectrum. In fact, it even lies at shorter wavelengths 
than the benzene spectrum. Although the analysis has 
been carried through only partially so far, it can be said 
that the calculated position of the 0,0 band is probably 
at 38 527 cm-1. This means that introduction of two 
more fluorine atoms in the 3 and 5 positions over- 
compensates the small red shift for fluorobei<zene. 
causing a total shift of 708 cm-1 to the violet with 
respect to the 0,0 band in fluorobenzene. We believe 
t iis to be the first example of this type. The spectrum 
has the intensity and the appearance characteristic of a 
transition forbidden by symmetry, as is to be expected 
for the first absorption of a symmetrical trisubstituted 
benzene molecule and as has been found to be the case 
for 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene and 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene. 

Subsequent investigation of the near ultraviolet spec- 

* Guggenheim Fellow, at present at Institute for Mechanics and 
Math, rhys., University of Uppsala, Sweden. 

' (a) K. F. Herzfeld, Chem. Revs. 41, 233 (1947); (b) A. L. 
Sklar, J. Chem. PLys. 7, 984 (1939); ibid. 10, 135 (1942); (c) Th. 
Forster, Z. Naturforsch. 2a, 140 (1947); (d) F. A. Mat'en, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 72, 5243 (1950); (e) V.'. W. Rol>ertson and F. A. 
Matsen, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 72, 5252 (1950). 

; John R. PUtt, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 263 (1951). 
>M. L. N. Sastri. Pb.D. dissertation, Duke University, 1951. 
4H. Sponer and M. D. Hall, V. Henri Memorial Vol. Con- 

tributions h. "Etude de la Structure Moleculairt;, Desoer 1947- 
194fi, p. 211. 

trum of 1,3,5-tris-trifluoromethylbenzene5 gave as prob- 
able position of the nonobservable 0,0 band 38 100 
cm-1, that is, it is shifted towards shorter wavelengths 
not only with respect to benzotrifluoride, but also with 
respect to benzene (Table I). 

Another in teresting example offers the series fluoroben- 
zene, />-difluorobenzene,8 1,2,4-trifluorobenzene,7 where 
the 0,0 band of the />-diderivative moves toward the red 
and that of the 1,2,4-triderivative shifts a little back 
toward the position of the 0,0 band of the mono 
derivative. The corresponding transitions in chlorinated 
benzenes, added for comparison in Table I, show a con- 
tinued red shift from the mono- to the trisubstituted 
compounds. 

The observations on the shifts suggest that they arc 
the result of the combined action of two effects. In the 
first effect, the fluorhie because of its large electron 
affinity attracts <r electrons from the ring (inductive 
effect), in the second effect, charge from the non- 
bonding 2pir eitctrons of the substituent can migrate'w^ J^k 
into the ring (migration effect).f Because of the very ^fc^. 
high ionization potential of the fluorine atom, the second ^** 
effect is very small. The effects are opposite in sign. 
They will not only influence the charge of the fluorinated 
carbons, but also the charge of the whole frame in 
which the mobile v electrons travel. If the migration 
effect predominates, the negative charge added to the 
ring will decrease the potential field in which the r 
electrons move; if, on the other hand, the effect resulting 
from the electron affinity is greater, the ring potential 
increases, j Thus, in the first case the absorption spec- 
trum will show a red shift i nd in the second case a blue 
shift. In multiple substitutions, the arrangements pro- 
ducing the smallest migration effect will give the largest 
blue shift. In the trisubstituted fluorobenzenes this is, 

5 C. D. Cooper and F. W. Noegel, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 1903 
(1952). 

•C. D. Cooler, Phys. Rev. 91, 241 (A) (1953). The solution 
spectrum w;is taken by A. Wenzel and H. P. Stephenson at our 
laboratory. 

' Vapor tjid solution spectra wers first obflined by H. P. 
Stephenson and are now being studied in more detail by K. N. 
Rao in our laboratory. 

t The -K electrons can also be attracted in the inductive effect, 
but lV migrationa! effect is considered more important for them. 

\ The views presented here lie somewhat along the lines recently 
put forward by C. A. Coulson QProc. Phys. Soc. (I.ondon) 65, 933 
(1952)] ui his treatment of alkyl shifts in absorption spectra of 
azulenes. See also Pullman, Mayot, ?.nd Berthier. J. Chem. Phys. 
18,257 (1950) and H. C. Longuet-Higgins and R. G. Snowden, Jr., 
J. Chem. Soc. 1952, 1404. 
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for example, the case for the 1,3,5-arrangement; i.it in 
the 1,2,4-compound the migratiunal effect outweighs the 
inductive effect. The chlorobenzenes will always give a 
red shift, as not only is the electron affinity of the Cl 
atom smaller than that of the F atom, but it also has a 
much smaller ionization potential, which will increase 
the migiational effect. 

Fdrster has given a semi-empirical formula for the 
wavelength shift in substituted benzene spectra. It con- 
sists of two terms 

Av= H~ v= iiB+ (n(3-n)/2+3p)C. (1) 

Here vo and v are the 0,0 bands of benzene and the sub- 
stituted benzene in wave numbers, n is the number of 
substituents, p is the number of pairs in ^ar/7-position, 
and B and C art constants characteristic of the par- 
ticular substituent. The number in the large bracket, 
called here M, represents a geometrical property of the 
molecule. The same number is important for the in- 
tensity increase of the electronic transition in question 
over the intensity of the unsubstituted parent molecule, 
benzene, that is I—In=iiA. Here I0 is the "vibrational" 
contribution to the intensity (taken as the benzene 
value), I is the total intensity and A is another con- 
stant characteristic of the substituent. The ratios of /* 
numbers in substituted benzenes CsHnSro-CjHiSj: 
W-CH4S2: ^-C(H«St: i,2,4-C,H3Ss: 1,3;5-C,H3S3= 1:1: 
1:4:3:0 correspond then roughly to the ratios of the 
observed intensities /lbl0'2 (/ values). It was found 
possible to express the observed shifts in the spectra 
of the fluorinated benzenes by a Forster formula, if a 
negative value is chosen for B. The negative B might 
indicate the importance of the large electronegativity 
of the fluorine atom. The best fit of the fluoro-series is 
obtained for B values between —100 and —130 and 
corresponding C values between 380 and 410, all in 
wave numbers. The shifts of the corresponding chloro- 
series (all to the red) may be represented with B and C 
values of about 845 and 170 cm-1, respectively. Because 
of scarcity of material in the fluoromethyl-series no 
similar representation is possible for the shifts in this 

FLUORINATED    BENZE NES 

TABIE I. Positions of 0,0 bands (vapor) and intensities in the 
near  ultraviolet   spectra   of  « omo   f'Morir.ated   and chlorinated 
benzenes. 

Intensity 
Molecule 0,0 band cm-1 JXIV 

Benzene CIHI .18 089 caic 1.6 
Fluorot^nzene CellsK 37 819* 8.9 
m-difluorobenzenel,-- ., »,- 
*>-difluorobenzene j^"1" * 

37 909* 5,6 
36 X* 2t 22.4 

l,2.4-trifluorobenzene\r », K 
l^.S-trifluorobenzene/^*"^' 

37 123' 19.2 
38 527' calc ~2.n 

1.2,4,5-tetraftuorobcnzcne C«HiK« 36 605/12' 

Benzotrifluoride C»HiCFi 37 819J 7.1 
M-bis-trifluoromethylbenzene CtU *(CFi), 37 460» 12.0 
1.3..5-tris-trifiuoromethylbenzene C H«fCFi)i ~38 100' calc 2.1 

w-fluorobenzotnflnoride\r ., •*««•• 
/•-fluorobenzotrifluoride r^^^ 

37 355» (14.7) 
37 866" (2.4) 

2.5-d;riuorobenzotrifluoride CtHiFtCFi 36 800 sol' 27.0 
Perfluorotoluene OtFiCFi 37 700 sol' 21.0 

Chlorobenzene C«H*C1 37 052« 3.0 
o-dichlorobenzene | 36 265b 4.0 
w-dichlorobenzene>C«H4Cl2 36 186l> 4.1 
^-dichlorobenzene j 35 743* ~6.8 
l,2,4-trichlorobcnzene\r ,. ,-*. 
U.5-trichlorobenzene^',ll,l'1, 

35 108' ~6.0 
35 4V8< calc 2.1 

• S. H. Wollman. J. Chem. Phvs. 14. 123 (1946). 
1 V. Ramakrishna Rao and H. Sponer, Phys. Kev. 87. 213(A) (1952). 
0 Results of K. N. Kao in our laboratory. 
d H. Sponer and D. S. Lowe, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 39. 840 (1949). 
• W. T. Cave and H. W. Thompson. Disc. Faraday Soc. 9, 35 (1950). 
' II. 1). Klevcns and Lois J. Zimiiug. J. chim. phys. 49, 377 (1952). 
i II. Sponer and S. H. Wollman. J. Chem. Phys. 9. 816 (1941). 
b H. Sponer, Reys. Modem riiys. 14, 224 (1942). 
• Hedwig Kohn and H. Sponer. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 39, 75 (1949V 

series and for the shifts in the fluorinated benzotri- 
flu^rides. 

It is perhaps not superfluous to add to this discussion 
that all known near ultraviolet spectra of fluorinated 
benzenes in the vapor phase show discrete structure 
with sharp or rather sharp bands. The difference of 
appearance of the spectra of 1,3,5-trifluorobenzene and 
1,3,5-trichlorobenzene is particularly striking. 

Acknowledgment is made to Dr. J. Rud Nielsen 
(University of Oklahoma), Dr. D. C. Smith, and Mrs. 
N. B. Moran (Naval Research Laboratory), for kindly 
supplying us with samples of 1,3,5- and 1,2,4-triflucro- 
benzene, and i,2,4.o-lelrafluorobenzene; and to Dr. L.. 
Bigelow (Duke University) for the meia- and para- 
difiuorobenzene samples. It was a pleasure to have 
stimulating discussions with Dr. Platt on the subject of 
wavelength shKts. 
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Solution Spectra and Oscillator  Strengths of Electronic Transitions 

of Pyridine and Some Mono substituted Derivatives * *T° 

Harold P#   Btephenson — k 

Department of Physics,  Duke University,   Durham,   North Carolina 

Abstract 4 
The near ultraviolet absorption  spectra of the following sub-        j£^ 

stances have been measured in isooctane and ethyl aloohol solutions:    ~ 

pyridine,  the isomerlo picolines,  2- and 3-fluoropyridlne,   2- and 

3-chloropyridine,   and 2- and"   3~"bI*omopyridine.     Solvent  effects were 

observed and oscillator strengths were measured for the singlet- 

singlet TT-TT* and n-n* electronic  transitions which occur in the 

spectral region 3^»000 cm      to 4*5,000 om"*1.    It was found that in 

this spectral region the n-n* transition is missing in the case 

of 2-fluoro*-.,  2-rchloro-,  and 2-bromopyridlne, 
^ 

•Taken fr-om part of a thesis submitted by Harold P.  Stephenson in 

partial fulfillment of  the requirements for the degree of Doctor 

of Philosophy at Duke University,  1952. 

T This Investigation was assisted by the ONR under Contract N6ori- 

107,  Task Order I,  with Duke University. 

* Shell Oil Company Fellow at Duke University,  1950-1951. 

k Present Address:    Department of Physics,   Illinois Wesleyan 

Univeralty,  Blooraington,   Illinois, 
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Introductlon 

The fact that In the near ultraviolet absorption spectra of 

pyrldlne, the diazlnes, and many of their derivatives there occur 

n-TT# electronic transitions as well as TT-TT* transitions, makes it 

essential that criteria be available for distinguishing: the two 

types. Two such criteria, which are proving particularly useful, 

are a comparison of solvent effects and a comparison of oscillator 

strengths (f values), " In the research reported here solvent 

effects have been observed and the oscillator strengths measured 

for the following substances: pyrldlne, and isomerlc picfLines, 

2- and J-fluoropyrldine, 2- and 3-cnlorop.yrldlne, and 2- and 3~ 

bromopyridine. The solution spectra of all these compounds are 

known In the literature.  Several of them, however, have been 

studied in only one solvent and without prior knowledge of the 

existence of the two typec of electronic transitions.  In order 

to make the oscillator strength determinations it- vras necessary, 

therefore, to mrke new measurements for all the substances. 

• 

1 J.R. Platt, J, Chem. Fhys. 1Q, 101 (1951). 
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Experimental 
• 

The spectrograms reported here In Fig.   1 through 10 were measured 

with a Beckraan spectrophotometer using isooctane and 95 Pe*" cent  ethyl 

aloohol  solution8.     The molar extinction coefficients £ were calculated 

from the equation 

I = Io10" £o1  , (1) 

where c is the concentration in moles per liter and 1 is the path length 

in cm.    Cells one cm long were used throughout  this research. 

The compounds were obtained from various  sources.  The pyridlne was 

a commercial Merck product which had been purified by being distilled 

twice under ordinary pressure and then a third time after  standing over 

potassium hydroxide.    Dr.   J.J.  McGovern of the Mellon Institute  sup- 

plied  the  samples of  2-picoline 99.25$ pure   (b.p.  129.W3)   a"d 3-picollne 

99$ pure (b.p.  143,0-143.5°).    The 4-picoline  (b.p, 144.5-145.0°)  was 

purified by Dr.  J.C,   Shivers of the  Department of Chemistry,  Duke Uni- 

versity,  and was purified further in this laboratory by an additional 

distillation. 

Very pure  samples of 2-chloropyridine,   2-bmmopyridine,   and 3- 

bromopyridine were obtained from Dr. M,  Kasha*     A few grams of 3-chloro- 

pyridlne wore  synthesized and purified to special  order by the Delta 

Chemical Works,    Purity specifications were not  available,  but  experi- 

ments with vapor absorption have  indicated a high degree of purity. The 

samples of 2- and 3"~fluoropyrldine were given to us by Dr.   Arthur Roe 

of the Department of Chemistry,   the University of North Caroline,    The 

samples had been very carefully dried and distilled and were  supplied 

in vacuum-tight breakseals. 

In the course of the research some difficulty with chemical decom- 

position arose for 2- and 3-bromopyridino and 2-fluoropyricline.    The 

nature of the decomposition was rather imperfectly understood,  but  it 
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Table I 

Comparison of Experimental Result s with Litere .liure 

Compound Band Maximum 
cnf'x 

Maxi'mvuK :.^ol BT 
Extinction 

Solvent Referenco 

Pyri&Ine 39,750 2020 Tuooctane This resecrch 

39,750 20 40 Cyclohexan^ 2 

39,750 1630 Hexane 3 

39,750 2300 Heptane 4 

39,750 1970 iaooctane 5 

39,750 1770 Isooctane 6 

39,750 2070 Cyclohexane 1 
58,900 2630 Alcohol This research. 

33,900 2240 Alcohol 8 

33,900 2600 Alcohol 9 

2 F. Halverson and H.C„  Hirt, J.  Chem.  Phys.  1£,  711  (1951). 

3 H. Fischer  and P.   Sterner,  Compt,  rend,  lj^,   S&2  (1922). 

4 J.P, Wlbaut and C.W.F.   Spiers,  Rec.  des Trav.  chim.  des Pays-Bas 

5i, 573 (1937). 
5 American Petroleum Institute    Research Project 44 at the National 

Bureau of Standards*     Catalog of Ultraviolet   Spectrograms.     Serial No. 

34,  Pyridine,  contributed by the Union Oil  Company of California. 

6 API Researoh Project 44.   Serial  No. 108,   Fyridlne,  contributed by the 

California Research Corporation, 

7 E.F.G-.  Herlngton,  Dis.  F?r.   Soc. £,   26  (1950), 

g Landolt-Bornsteln Fhyslkrlisoh-Cliemlsohe Tfbellen.     Berlin: Julius 

Springer,   1935«     5th edition,   JlW  supplement,  p.  l4l6« 

9 ¥UK. Miller,   8.B.  Knight and A, Roe, J.  Amer.  Chora.  Soc. 22,  1629 

(1950). 
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Table I  (contlnuBd) 

2-Flcollne 38,230 
39,000 

3S,l6o 
~z.pl   orm JO,j~^ 

32,160 
38,900 

36,160 
33,900 

2420 
2385 

2430 
2^50 

2420 
2530 

2700 
2700 

Isooctane 

laooctane 

Cyclohex.^ne 

Cyclohexane 

3-Picoline 3^,750 

38.750 

2260 

2250 

Isocctane 

Cyclohexane 

2-Bromo- 
pyridine 

37,580 

37,000 

2950 

3000 

Isooct nts 

Heptane 

3-Bromo- 
pyrldine 

37,300 

37*500 

2270 

2000 

Isooctane 

Heptane 

This research 

10 

This research 

7 

4-Picoline 

2-Fluoro- 
pyrldine 

33,050 

39,050 

1550 

160c 

Isooctane 

Cyclohexane 

This res. arch. 

7 

38.750 

38.750 

3200 

3250 

Alcohol 

Alcohol 

This research. 

9 

J-Fluoro- 
|   .          pyrldlne 
I 

38.160 

38.160 

2990 

3050 

Alcohol 

A3, co hoi 

This research. 

9 
2-Cho.oro- 

1              pyrldlne 
37,800 

37,200 

2920 

2750 

Isooctane 

Heptane 

This research 

4 

3-Chloro- 
pyrldlne 

37,370 

37,900 

2400 

2450 

Isooctane 

Heptane 

This research 

4 

This research 

4 

This research 

4 

•     API Research Project 44.     Serial No.  213,   2-Picoline,   contributed 

by the Mellon Institute, 

•wmw^wm"* 
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has appeared reasonably certain that the  spectra were inappreciably 

affected thereby,     A comparison with the literature,   the major outline 

of which is given in Table I,   shows tht there is good agreement between 

the  spectrograms reported in this research and those reported elsewhere. 

With regard to the difficulties with decomposition,   it  is significant 

that our data for the halogenated pyrldines agree  so well with the data 

of Wibaut  and Spiers4, published in 1937 nnd  tne more recent data of 

Miller,   Knight  and Roe,-*    The lrrgest discrepancy was noted for 3-bromo- 

pyridine in non-polar solvents. 

Solvent Effects 

It hfs been largely clue to  the work of Kasha,       and Rush and 
12,   13 

Sponer that in pyridine  the existence of  at least one singlet- 

singlet TT-TT* electronic  transition and  at  least  one  singlet—singlet 

n-7T* electronic transition has been established.    One of these transi- 

tions  (referred to as Transition  I)  has its 0-0 band at 3l)-#7^9 onf    in 
11    12 the vapor and is now recognized    ' as an R-TT* transition.    The  second 

transition  (referred to as Transition II)  has its 0-0 band  at atout 
«-l l ? 38,350 cm      ln the vapor-"^ and long remained undetected as  a system 

independent  of Transition I.   because its bands are very diffuse and 
-1 

overlap Transition I around 3&»500 cm    * 

Kasha first  advanced the  idea that  in the fliffuse region beginning 

at  about 38,500 cm"    there is a strong TT-TT* transition (here called 

Transition II)   and a somewhat weaker transition due to excitation of 

one of the nitrogen nonbonding (2p  )   electrons (n-ir* transition).  He 

plso came to the conslueion that Transition I is likewise an n-^n* 

transition and not  a TT-TT* transition as formerly supposed.     According 

11 M.  Kasha,   Disc.  Far.   Soc, %  lk  (1950). 
12 J.H.  Rush and H.   Sponer,  J,  Chem Fhys.   20,  l&kj  (1952).     See this 

(1 paper for many earlier references. 
13 H.   Sponer and J.H.  Rush,  J.  Chem Phye.  1J.,   5^7  (19^9). 

• 
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to this view there would be three singlet-singlet transitions in the 

region 33,000 cm  to 4g,000 cnf (see Fig* 1).„  Rush and Sponer de- 

finitely identified two of these transitions (Transitions I and II) in 

the vapor spectra of the isomeric picclines. The existence of the 

second n-rr* system could not be definitely established from the vapor 

spectra sudies. 

It was upon interpretations of solvent effects that Kasha chiefly 

based his ideas.  In this research the solvent effects which may be 

observed for Transition I hhVv  lean investigated in considerable de- 

tail for pyridine and several derivatives.  The essential features of 

the effects may be understood from Fig, 1 for pyridine. The 0-0 band 

positions as determined from vnpor measurements arc Indicated with 

arrowsJL That the spectrograms taken in alcohol should bo so much more 

discrete than that taken in isooctane solution has been the evidence 

given by Kasha for the existence of two transitions in the region of 

Transition II.  Because of the lack of supporting evidence from vapor 

spectra, the evidence must be considered to be inconoluslve at the 

present time* The situation is much more satisfactory with rcgart to 

Transition I. 

From the upectrograms one can see that in the region of Transition 

I (about 3U,000 cm  to 37,500 cm ) the intensity of pyridine absorp- 

tion decreases in alcohol solution as compared to that in isooctane 

solution. The intensity decrease may be interpreted by the assumption 

that in alcohol the nitrogen nonbonding sp electrons become involved 

in the formation of a hydrogen bond, and that consequently their exci- 

tation required more en gy and thus the n-Tr* transition moves towards 

the violet. An assumed hydrogen bond strength of about 6 kcal/mole 

might be expected to correspong to a shift of about 2000 cm ,  Such 

' 
• 

• i 

* - 
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a shift would be sufficient to cause Transition I to move well Into the 

region of Transition II and hence to be obscured by the letter transi- 
I 
1     tion. 
i   • 

In accordance with the results of Rush and  Sponer that  all  threo of 

the picolines possess a Transition  I  and  a Transition II,   one  sees from 

Fig.   2,3»   and k that the  effect  of  the two   solvents upon the spectro- 

grams of the    picolines is the  same as for pyrldine,   that  is,   the regies 

I of Transition I decreases In intensity when  the change is raafie from iso- 

octane to alcohol while  the region of Transition II  Increases in inten- 

sity*    The  spectrograms of 3~fluoropyric'ine,   3-chloropyridine,   and 3- 

bromopyridine  shown lh.Figs. 6,S,   and 10 reveal  that  those   substances 

also react to a solvent change in exactly the  same way as pyrldine.  The 

vapor  spectra of these  substances have also been measured   in  this lab- 

oratory,   and  the existenae of the two transitions for those compounds 

has been definitely  established. 

The  situation is very different,  however,   for 2-fluoropyrlc'ine, 

2-chloropyridlne,   and  2-bronopyridine.    Figs.  5,7»   '"nc7 9  show that 

these  substances do  not react  to  a solvent  change  In the same w:\y as 

does pyrldine.     In the low-energy regions of the spectrograms the 

strength of absorption is practically the  same in alcohol   solution as 

in isooctane  solution.     It appears as though the  solvent  effect  cri- 

terium for assigning Transition I  as a nonbonding electror.   transition 

, has no validity for these ortho-substltuted compounds.    Vapor spectra 

studies made  in this laboratory have  shown,   however, that these  sub- 

stances actually do  not have a singlet-singlet n-n* transition in the 

spectral  regions explored by these  experiments.     It will be made clear 

later how this fact may be interpreted   so as to  add weight  to  the 

argument that Transition I is an n-n* transition. 

• 

• --•.. 
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36 33 3D <*P J> 4? 

cm"1 
;j 44 «fS 46 47 •/O" 

Fig .  S.     3-xiooline  in (A)   Isooctane,   (E)   95;* 3thyl tloohol. 

i   * 

-  2000 

- 1000 

J L I 1 I J  \^^2d L_ L.„ J_ 
95        Jfi 37 68 39        40        4> 4? 43        44        46        46       4?'• /O3 

cm-* 

fig.  4.    4-Piooline  in (A)  Isooctane,   (is)   95^ ilthyl Alcohol. 
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- 3000 

- 2000 

i 

f\ B 

1000 

35  36  37   38   39  40   41  42   43   14  45  45 x l6"3 
cm -1 

Fig.   5.   2-Fluoropyridine  in  (A)   Isooctane,   (£)   95?> Ethyl Alcohol. 

- 3000 /W 

-2000 

35       36       37       38       39       40       41 
cm -1 

43 45       46 x   10'? 

Fig.   6.  3-Fluoropyridine  in   (A)   Isooctane,   (B)   95^ Ethyl Alcohol, 

~*r - - -. 
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35  36  37   38  39  40  41  42   43   44  45  46 x 10*3 

cm 
Fig.   7.   ,2-ChlGropyridJne  in  (A)   Isooctane,   (B)   95?» Ethyl Alcohol. 

//     0-0  AT   3*928 CAT' 

^ 
35       36       37       38       39       40       41       42       43       44       45       46  x  103 

cm"l 
Fig.  8.  3-Chloropyridine in (A)  Isooctane,   (B)   95# Ethyl Alcohol. 
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Fig.   9.  2-Bromopyridine  in (A)   isooctane,   (B)   95# fithyl Alcohol, 

34       35       36       37       38       39       40       41       48       43       44       45 x  10 
cm -1 

Fig.   10.   3-Bromop.yridine   in  (A)   Isooctane,   >u)   95T& Ethyl Alcohol, 
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Fig* 11» Pyridins in Isooctane. Illustration of Empirical 
Constructions and Area Measurements. 
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Determination of Oscillator Strengths 

Prom Figs. 1 through 10 It can be seen that Transitions I find II 

are very close together in the spectrograms in which they appear as 

identifiable transitions and are furthermore not separated by a mini- 

mum* However, from the following considerations it is possible to 

arrive at a separation of the two absorbing regions*  For all the spec- 

trograms, even if there is no Transition I, the absorption intensity 

in the region of Transition II increases when the solution change from 

isooctane to alcohol is mnfl.fi s  If we assume the extreme case that it is 

jftalnly Transition II whose intensity is increased in alcohol and that 

Transition I is negligibly week when it is shifted into the second 

region, we may construct separated curves for isooctane solution in 

the following way: 

Let the first principal maximum at 38|°00 cm*"1 (Fig. 1) be chosen 

to represent a measure of the relative intensity increase of Transition 

II in alcohol.  The increase is 20 percent (from 1370 to 1765)*  If 

now the entire portion of the curve in alcohol solution from this max- 

imum toward smaller wavenumbers is diminished by 20 per cent and the 

derived curve portion is Joined at 3*5,000 cm  with the experimental 

curve in Jsoootnne, a spectrogram for Transition II in isooctane is 

obtained which might be measured if Transition I were entirely missing* 

This empirical spectrogram is shown In Pig, 11. When the ordinates, 

from the connecting point to lower wavenumbers, of the experimental 

and the derived Isooctane spectrograms are subtracted from one another, 

absolute ordinate values for Transition I are obtained, and these 

have been plotted in Fig. 11 In dashed outline. 

On the other hand, if it is assumed that the increase in absorption 

of the alcohol solution spectrogram in the region from 3&>000 cm""1 to 

• 

• 
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larger wavenumbers is entirely Sue to the  shifted  Transition I,   then 

the oblong area between the isooctane curve   (curve A)   and the alcohol 

curve  (curve B)   from 34,000 cm"1  to 37,500 cm~    in Fig, 1  should be 

equal  in magnitude to the portion of  the curve B over curve A between 

37»5°0 cm"*1  and 41,000 cm    ,    It mry bo se ,n that  the two  areas are 

approximately.in the ratio 2:3*    This would mean that oanly 1/3 of  the 

intensity increase must  stem from a solution effect on Transition II, 

Consequently,   the low energy part of curve B  should be corrected by only 

1/3 of 20 percent,  that is by 7 percent,   and the dashed area of Tran- 

sition I would be correspondingly  smaller.    The best  approximate values 

would lie between these two  extreme cases.     Since the whole variation 

is small and   since not more than the correct order of magnitude may be 

expected,   the f values given in T^blc II have been obtained by using 

the method giving the maximum correction*     Although the procedure is 

probably good enough for an approximate separation of the transitions, 

it  should not be forgotten that what here has been called Transition II 

might consist of a TT-a# and an n-n* transition as mentioned before. 

This fact would Introduce a complication into the treatment of this 

region. 

According to  the well-known equation 

f = 4.32 x 10~9     /    £dv , (2) 

the oscillator strength of  an electronic  transition is proportional  to 

the area under the absorption curve.    In the case of pyridine,   there- 

fore,   the oscillator strengths of Transitions I and II may be irunedinte- 

ly determined from the areas enclosed by the curves of Fig,  11,    In this 

research the actual measurements were made with a polar planiraeter from 

drawing-board size graph paper,   the constructions for all  the substances 

being similar to that for pyridine,.   For Transition II  a special  element 

of arbitrariness arises In the  area measurement,  because at no place on 

'•"•?.' _-•••-. •--•T.iV.v 
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the high wavenumber  aide of  the  spectrograms does  the vnlue of £ drop 
**1 

to  zero.    It was assumed that in the region  around 46,000 - 4g,000 cm 

Transition II and the next  strong transition further to the violet 

overlap o.ie another  symmetrically  about the point of minimum  absorptlor 

At this point   (see Fig.  11)   v. vertical line was used to define  the  edge 

of  the measured area.    The results of all  the f value determinations 

are given in Table II,  where-all  the numbers have been rounded off to 

two  significant figures. 

Table II 

Oscillator Strengths (f values) 

Compound               Solution in I aooctane Solution in Ethyl Alcohol 

Transition I 
n-rr* 

Transition 
TT-TT* 

II               Transition II 
TT-TT* 

Pyridine 0.0030 0.041 0.049 

2-Picoiine 19 47 t-rs 

3-Plcoline 22 45 53 
4-Fleoline 23 32 4o 

2-Fluoropyridine — 49 54 

3-Fluoropyridine 22 49 55 
2-Chloropyrldine — 4g 55 
3-Chloropyrldino 14 44 4g 

2-Brompyridlne * ^7 50 

3-Bromopyri dine 095 42 ^3 

Wi^MBIiMMMEJMMMMwMlgiBMBMi mm 
-     » A 
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_D1 ecu salon 
Ik 

Sklar,       In his  study of the Intensities of rr-electron transitions 

In substituted benzenes,   has shown that when two  substituents are both 

either ortho-psra-dlrecting or meta-dlrecting,   first-order addition of 

"migrations! moments" nay be made according to  the following theorem: 

the transition (migratlcnal)  moment due to  a second radical  in the po- 

sition "£ Is rotated from that  of a radical in posltlonyby an angle 

'   =  ( £ 0 / )   and multiplied by  (-1)-^-  .    The  separate vector moments 

need not be of  the  same magnitude.    When the  substituents are dissimlla: 

In their ring-directing property,   the vector addition Is governed by 

the theorem that  the .migration moment due to a meta-directing group  Is 

ISO0 out  of phase from that which would be produced by an ortho-para- 

directing group In the  same ring position.     Sklar presented empirical 

evidence which Justified the omission of induction and vibration effectr 

in the calculations and assumed the  intensity of the electronic transi- 

tions to  be proportional  to the square of the raigrational moments alone. 

Sklar's theoretical predictions checked very well with data on the 

near ultraviolet absorption spectra of benzene derivatives for which it        : 

could be assumed that  the ring perturbations were not too  strong and no 

new transitions were introduced by the substituents (methyl benzenes, 

for example).     It  is  Interesting,   therefore,   under the assumption that 

the nitrogen in pyrldine acts as a meta-dlrectlng substltuent,   that  the ', 

t values reported here for pyrldine and the picolines check rather well 

with the  Sklar theory in the case of Transition II.    Disregarding factor 

of proportionality,   the transition moment  diagrams for pyrldine and the 

picolines would be  shown in Fig.  12.    The phase for the diagrams have 

L* A.U  Sklar,   J.  Chem.  Phys.  10,   135 (19^2)   and Rev. Modern Phye. 

14,  232 (19^2). 

• 
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been chosen so  that  the transition moment of  the first  nubatituent 

(meta-directing N atom)  points along the negative x axis.    One  sees 

immediately that 2— and 3**picoline  should have the  same t values. 

Using pyrldine and 4—plcollne as the  "standards",   the calculated f 

value for 2- and 3-plcollne is 0.046.    This result is in excellent 

agreement vrith the experimental values of O.0M7 and 090l+5  (see Table 

II). 

From Table II one can conjecture that  the  same good agreement 

with Sklar's theory would exist for the halogenated pyrldines if 

measurements on the unstable para-derivatives could be made.    It 

is important to point out,  however,   that for the picolines and all 

the halogenated pyrldines,  except  the fluorine compounds,   the 

ortho-substituted  substances pcsBess a slightly higher f value than 

the meta-substltuted ones.    This systematic difference is not 

taken care of by the  Sklar theory.    That  the fluorinated pyrldines 

have the largest f values is in accord with corresponding results 
15 for fluorinated ben?anee8 

In contrast to Transition II,   the intensity distribution of 

Transition I  in pyridine and the picolines can not be adapted to 

the predictions of the  Sklar theory.    This failure of agreement 

is in accord with the view that the transition is not due to TT- 

electrons but rather to the nitrogen nonbonding electrons.     The 

fact  that  the various Transitions I have oscillator strengths of 
o 

the  same order of magnitude as the  forbidden 2600 A transition 

in benzene  (f,—'10"*-0  was the reason for a suggestion by Kasha 

that these transitions are forbid e'en ones. However,  the analysis 
12 of the vapor  spectra      has shown that the Transitions I are not 

forbidden by  symmetry as is the case for benzene where a weak 

15 K«  Sponer, J. Ghem.  Phys.,   in press. 
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transition occurs due  to the Interaction of an antisymmetric  vi- 

bra'cion of particular symmetry.     From symmetry arguments it 

follows that the polarization vector is perpendicular to the 

plane of  the ring and is rather  small  since the excited orbital 

has a node where  the ground   state oroltal has a maximum.    An 

additional  reason for  the weakness is that the excited electron 

must move from an orbital localized on the nitrogen atom into a 

non-localized orbital  distributed over the entire molecule 

(   "spatial" forbiddenness,  Platt). 

Special Behaviour of Ortho-halogenated Fyridlnes 

It is  significant that  the disappearance of Transition I in 

the ortho-halogenated pyridines is not an isolated phenomenon.  A 

number of years ago Uber      and Uber  and Winters       studied the 

near ultraviolet  absorption spectra of pyrimidine   (1,3-diazlne) 

and several ohloropyrimi-dinee both in the vapor state and in 

solution,   and they found that  some 125  sharp,  line-like bands 

which appear with pyrimidine in the 2700-3.500 A region disappear 
p 

entirely with dichloropyrlmidine.    Halverson and Hirt    have 

extended the work of Uber and Winters to include a study of the 

chlorinated pyrazines  (1,4-dlazine)   and rather less completely 

a study of  the corresponding pyridlzines (1,2-diazine).     In 
—1 pyrazine,   they identified an n-tr* transition at  31>000 cm      and 

—I found that the 0*0 band  shifted towards the violet by 1700 cm 

with 2-chloropyrazine,  by 3200 cm""    with 2,3-chloropyrazine,   and 

by comparable amounts for several  other chloropyrazlnes.  Thus, 

I 
i 

16 F.M, Uber,  J. Chem. Phys. %  777  U94l). 

x7 P.M.  Uber and R,  Winters,   J. Araer,  Chem.   Soc. 6^,  137  (1941). 
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with this series of compounds the  violet  shift could be followed 

step by step. 

Since  the excited TT* orbital in the  oyrazlnes probably de- 

creases in  energy upon the chlorine  substitution,   the localized 

orbital of  the nitrogen nonbonding  electrons must then correspond 

in energy to a firmer binding: in order to  account for the violet 

shift of  the n-n* transition.    A general lack of lonlzatlon po- 

tential and dissociation constant data does not permit one to 

cheok Independently that  in these halogenated heterocyclics the 

nonfeonfling electrons are more firmly bound  than in  the psrftnt 

molecule,  but  the  strongly inductive character of halogen atoms 

makes the assumption of increased binding energy very plausible, 

particularly if the halogen atom is located  very near the nitrogen 

atom.    With reBpect to  the results of this research,   it can be 

conjectured,   therefore,   that  Transition I is  "missing"  for 2- 

fluoro-,   2-chioro-,  and  2-bromopyridine  simply because the in- 

ductive attraction of the halogen atoms attached to the carbon 

atom adjacent to the nitrogen atom increases the binding energy 

of the nonbonding electrons over that existing in pyridine.    It 

is assumed that  the increase  in energy is  such that the n-n* 

transition shifts into  the  spectral region of the      -IT* tran- 

sition or further. 

With regard to 3-flu°ro-,  3~chloro-,   and 3-bromopyridine, 

data secured in this laboratory from vapor-state measurements 

indicate,   if one assumes a constant variation for the energy of 

the  excited  state,   that the term value of  the nonbonding orbital 

progressively increases as the electronegativity of the halogen 

atom increases.     The increase in binding energy,   is however,   in 

s 
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these casee ne.er large enough to  cause Transition I to  shift 

completely  into  the region of Transition II   (see Figg.  6,3,   and 

10)•    This  situation is undoubtedly due to  the meta-location of 

the halogen atoms. 

• 
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The  2500 A transition of nitrobenzene  is interpreted as a 

superposition of a strong and a weak transition corresponding to 
0 ,       9 the  2100 A and 2&O0 A transitions of benzene.    The very weak 

0 
transition of nitrobenzene  near 3500 A is considered to be  re- 

lated to the N0p group.    Evidence  supporting this interpretation 

is given. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The absorption curve of nitrobenzene in solution shows a 

strong transition without any structure at 2500 A (4-0,000 cm"x), 

fc, „ = gROO, »* Another transition, which is much weaker, has 

been observed at 3500 A (2g,600 cm"1), bm£( 100, '^ jn the region 
o -l 

of 2900 jfc (3^,500 cm ) one of the published nitrobenzene curves 

shows a very slight inflection, which possibly indicates the 

existence of a third transition..  Various interpretations have 

been given for these transitions. »  Recently it has been as- 

o 9 
sumed1- that the great Intensity of the 2500 A transition is due to 

resonance of the NOg group with the benzene ring whereby sup- 
0 

posedly either the weak 2600 A transition of benzene (referred to 

hereafter as transition I) or a "nitroband" Is intensified. In 

the following pages a different interpretation of this transition 
0 

will be given.  It is assumed to correspond to the 2100 A trans- 

ition of benzene, referred to hereafter as transition II, and 
o 

the supposed 2900 A transition is interpreted as corresponding to 
o 

transition I of benzene. The weak transition at 35°0 A is con- 

sidered to be related to the NOg group. This interpretation as- 

sumes that substitution of N0P in benzene has the same effect on 

the absorption spectrum of benzene as substitution by other groups. 

It is known that the entry of a substituent Into the benzene ring 

1KS L. Wolf and W, Herold, Z. Physik, Chem. B 1^, 201, (193D; 
see also Landolt~Bbrn3teln I (1951), Atoo.und~molekularphysik,5. 
Tell, p. 267. 

2wcG.Brown and H.Reagan J. Am. Chem. Soc* 69, IO32 (19^7). 
,3a-. Schelbe, Ber. 59, 2617 (1926). 
^G. Kortiim, Z. phys. Chem., B k-2,  39 (1939). 
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•; moves  transitions  I and  II towards  the  red,   In some  cases  slightly, 
i' 

~*: - in others to a considerable extent. We assume here that N0~ sub- 

stitution is no exception to this rule and thai transition II 

;j shifts so far that it covers transition I. 
11 

EVIDENCE FOR THE SUGGESTED INTERPRETATION 

OF THE NITROBENZENE SPECTRUM 

Evidence for the new interpretation may be found from a com- 

parison of the absorption curve of nitrobenzene with the well- 

known curves of 

, v 2,5 4,6,7 (a) The nitrotoluenes,   dinitrobenzenes,     and 
£• 1.8 chloro-nitrobenzenes. ' 

9 10 
(b) 0-nitronaphthalene. ' 

(c) m-nitro-nitrosobenzene.' 

(a)  The absorption curves of the nitrotoluenes, dinitro- 

benzenes and chloro-nitrobenzenes. In this section we shall 

first present some evidence that the nitrobenzene curve very 
o 

probably has a hidden transition near 2900 A, and for this 

c 
•ih.  Dede and A. Rosenberg, Ber. 67, 147 (1934). 
°P. Fielding and R. W. Le Fevre, J. Chem. Soc. (1950), p. 2812, 
AH. Nakamoto, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jap. 25, 255 (1952). 
~G. Forster and J. Wagner, Z. physik. Cheas. B35; 343 (1937). 
9R. Hertel, Ztschr. Elektr-oehemie 47, 8l4 (1941). 
10H. H. Hodgson and D. E. Hathway, Trans. Faraday Soc. 4l, 115 

(1945). 
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purpose the known curves of the nitrotoluenes, dinitrobenzenes 

and chloro-nitrobenzenes will be used. Three isomers of each 

compound are known. The meta compounds are the most suitable for 

our purposes and will be used for comparison, although the o- 

compounds give similar results. The absorption curves of all 

three meta compounds resemble the nitrobenzene curve. All show 

max a maximum absorption peak near 2500 A,    ^max /x; 8000  (m-dinitro- 

benzene shows  in alcohol a distinct  inflection at 2600 A     ).    All 

these compounds have,  like nitrobenzene,  a weak transition 
o 

I ( t-max'^100)  near 3500 A.    The very slight  inflection of the 
o 

nitrobenzene  curve near 2900 A, which most published nitrobenzene 

|f   , curves do not show at all,  is distinctly revealed in m-nitro- 

toluene and  in m-dinltrobenzene at about  the same  location,    m- 

Chloro-nitrobenzene shows even a well separated transition near 
o 

3000 A.    These  facts make the presence  of a hidden transition 
0 4 near 2900 A in nitrobenzene very probable.    Kortum    who investi- 

gated the absorption curves  of the nitrotoluenes,  the dinitro- 

benzenes and of s-trinitrobenzene  in water,  came to the same con- 

clusion as far as the existence  of a hidden transition in nitro- 

benzene  is concerned, but gave an interpretation of the nitro- 

benzene transitions which differs  from the one presented here. 

Ortho-nitrotoluene reveals  the hidden transition even more 

distinctly than the corresponding m-compound, but the  intensity 

of the 2500 A transition is decreased  In the o-compound.    The same 

intensity decrease  is shown by o-chloro-nitrobenzene. 

The p-compounds are not suited for our purpose, as  in these 

compounds  the two transitions  lie apparently so close together 
v 

\ 

/ 
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that the weaker transition is completely maBked, 

A clue to the intensity of the hidden 2900 A transition of 

nitrobenzene can best be obtained from the corresponding transi- 

tion of m-chloro-nitrobenzene.    Only in this substance  is  the 
o 

weaker transition well separated from the strong 2500 A transi- 

tion.    Its intensity is €^£^1300 in hexane.    The hidden transi- 

tion of nitrobenzene may therefore be expected to have a similar 

intensity. 

  

Figure  1 

Spectra of meta derivatives of nitrobenzene, all 

in nonpolar solvents with the exception of m-dinitro- 

benzene.    Number above horizontal bars indicates 

^max*     l indicate9  inflection. 

Figure 2 

Nitrosubstitution in benzene and naphthalene, 

nonpolar solvents.*     S is    £,     from ref.  11. 

(b)    The absorption curve of P-nitronaphthalene.    We have 

so far made plausible that in the nitrobenzene spectrum a hidden 
£ o 

transition is very probably present near 2900 A. We now wish to 

present evidence that this hidden transition may correspond to 
0 

transition I of benzene and that the strong 2500 A transition 

I li  
J. R. Platt, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 263 (1951). 

• 

i 
- 
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These regularities occur for ortho-para directing as well as 
for meta directing substituents.    See also W.  F. Hamner and 
P. A. Matsen,  J. Am.  Chem. Soc.  70,  2482  (1948). 

^J. R.  Flatt,  J. Chem.  Phys.  17,  470 (1949). 
j?H. G.  de  Laszlo,  Proc. Roy. Soc.   (London) Alll,  355  (1926). 

See,   for example,  R. A.  Frledel and M.  Orchln,  Ultraviolet 
Spectra of Aromatic Compounds, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 
Spectrograms No.  83 and 265. 

•-. 
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masking the 2900 A* transition may correspond to transition II of 

benzene; in other word3, that N02 substitution has the same effect 

on the benzene spectrum as other substituents have. Our reasoning 

is based on the spectral resemblance of the cata-conden3ed hydro- 

IP carbons as outlined by Platt, " and on the fact that certain 

regularities become apparent when the spectra of benzene and 

naphthalene derivatives are compared. J    Introduction of the same 

substituent In benzene or naphthalene (^-substitution) produces, 

expressed in wave numbers, approximately the same shift of transi- 

tion I in both cases. However, the effect of substitution on 

transition II is different, Substituents, which in benzene cause 

a strong shift of transition II towards the red, shift transition 

II of naphthalene only slightly and do not change its intensity 

much. It is further known that transitions I of corresponding 

benzene and naphthalene derivatives have similar intensities.* 

If NCU substitution has the same effect as these other substitu- 

ents, then it srould be possible to predict from the available 

data of the nitrobenzene curve the shape of the £-nitronaphthalene 

curve. NOp substitution, according to our interpretation, pro- 

duces in benzene a shift of transition I of about 4700 cm"1. 
14 

Approximately the same shift is caused by NH -substitution. 
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It can therefore be expected that   transition I of P-nitro- 

naphthalene  is  located in the same spectral region as  is  transi- 

tion I of 0-naphthylamine,   i. e.,  close to 29500 cm      with an 

lvalue of about  1300.    It can further be expected that transi- 

tion II of 0-nitronaphthalene  is  located in the vicinity of 36400 

cm"1  (2750 A) and has an Intensity of tt^y »s5000.    Actually, an 
ft examination of the  P-nitronaphthalene curve  shows good agreement 

with these predictions, as will be shown below. 
~ • 

1 (c)    The absorption curve of m-nitro-nitrosobenzene.    After 

    . and 

|.| its Interpretation, as well as that of the strong transition near 
•?* o o 

2500 A, we now wish to show that the weak 3500 A transition of 

! 

nitrobenzene can be connected with the N02 group. This transi- 

tion, which appears in many substituted nitrobenzenes at nearly 

the same position and with nearly the same intensity, has not re- 

ceived much attention lately.  Previously, it was often connected 

with transition I of benzene or with the "Vorbande" of benzene ' 
IS which, as is known now, *  is the 1-0 band of transition I. 

Recently Nakamoto' published the absorption curve of m-nitro- 

* nitrosobenzene in alcohol in connection with his work on dichroism. 1 
m-Nitro-nltrosobenzene shows two very weak transitions of the same 

intensity (C,^ ^60) at 3900 X and 7500 A*. The first of these 

is at about the same location at which nitrobenzene has a transi- 

tion of comparable intensity. A similar correspondence exists 

^H. Sponer, G. Nordheim, A. L. Skiar- and S. Teller, J. Chem. 
Phys. 7, 207 (1939). 

& • '•,•">.;•"'- ' 
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o 
for the 7500 A transition for nitrosobenzene and m-nitronitroso- 

benzene. This fact suggests that the 3500 A transition of nitro- 

benzene and the 3900 A transition of m-nitro-nitr-osobenzene are 

related to the NOg group.  (See also next section.) It is felt 

that the evidence given in this section is in favor of our inter- 

pretation of the nitrobenzene spectrum. 

RECENT INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SPECTRA OF 

NITROBENZENE AND NITROBENZENE DERIVATIVES 

Three papers have recently been published which disagree, as 
o 

we do, with the generally accepted explanation of the ?5°0 A 

transition of nitrobenzene. 
16 

Doub and Vandenbelt investigated numerous para-  as well 

as ortho- and meta- ' disubstituted benzene derivatives in water. 

They came to the conclusion that, by monc-aubstitution and disub- 

stitution, the benzene transitions near 2600 A, 2100 A and l800 A 

are generally displaced in a regular manner towards the red. 

Among the substances examined were aromatic nitro-compounds; and 

the spectra cf nitrobenzene, the nitrotoluenes, the dinitroben- 

zenes and the chloro-nitrobenzenes were interpreter) in a manner 

similar to that given above. The authors state, however, that the 

nitro-compounds do not agree well with their correlation and that 

the nitro-group seems exceptional. We believe that this conclu- 

\^h.  Doub and J. M. Vandenbelt, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 69, 2714 (19^7). 
1'L. Doub and J. M. Vandenbelt, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 71, 2414 (iy49). 

,' r 
.'  . " .       .    . 
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sion is largely due to the fact that nitrop}*"*nole and nitro- 

anilines were included in their investigations. These are com- 

pounds for which assignments are not easy to make. 

18 Platt's  interpretation of the nitrobenzene spectrum is 

based on theoretical considerations which he supports with a com- 

parison of the spectra of benzole acid and nitrobenzene. He 

suggests a correspondence between the nitrobenzene transitions 

Vmav'N,33000cm"1 and V_1Q„'~40000cm"
1 with the benzene transitions 

I and II. While we largely agree with his interpretation, we 

believe that the n-TT band in the nitrobenzene spectrum is not 

hidden-  It corresponds to the 3500 A transition, which Platt 

doe3 not mention. 
7 

Nakamoto's interpretation of the spectra of m-dinitrobenzene 

and m-nitro-nitrosobenzene in alcohol solution is included here. 

NO-band N02-band TT-band 6-band 

m-dinitrobenzene 3300 A (300) 3000 A (1300) 2500 A 
(16000) 

m-nitro-nitroso- 7500 A (60) 
benzene 

3900 A (60) 3200 A (2500) 2650 A 
(18000) 

€•   in brackets. 
max 

We agree with his interpretations except that the strong 
o        o 

transitions at 2500 A and 2650 A, respectively, are in our opinion 

TT-electron transitions. 

18 J. R. Platt, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 101 (1951). 

<4     *• 

. i - - 
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EXAMINATION OF THE  P-NITRONAPHTHALENE  CURVE 

IN ISO-OCTANE 

One might expect that  the  0-nitronaphthalene  curve would 

show a weak transition corresponding to the  one near 3500 A found 

in the  other aromatic nitro compounds discussed above.    However, 
q 10 

the absorption curves  of Hertel^ and of Hodgson and Hathway    do 

not show such a transition.    The same result was obtained by this 

author after carefully measuring ,^-nitronaphthalene as  far as 

4500 8.    We are,  therefore,   inclined to believe that  this  transi- 

tion is hidden, a possibility which will be  investigated  in a 

later paper.    Since NOp-compounds  show unusually strong solvent 

effects,     only absorption curves  in iso-octane  or similar hydro- 

carbons should be considered  for comparison purposes.     The 

0-nitronaphthalene curves so far published were measured  in abso- 

lute alcohol.    This was another reason why the author felt that 

a new determination in a non-polar solvent was advisable.    A pure 

sample of £-nitronaphthalene was measured therefore with a Beckman 

quartz spectrophotometer model DU using quartz cells of 1 cm path 

length and using purified  iso-octane as solvent.    Compared with 

the alcohol curve, the  iso-octane  curve  is shifted somewhat 

towards the u.v. and shows a slight decrease  in intensity.     It 

was further observed that £-nltronaphthalene  shows  in iso-octane 

two well-separated transitions of fairly strong intensity. 

-- - 

• 
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Transition 1        ^max = 3^20 A  (29200 cm"1) ^x 
= 25°° 

1 

1 

Transition 2  ?fmax = 2920 A (3^300 cm"
1)     ^max = 820° 

! Anax = 3000 A (33300 cm"1)     ^ » 8000 

*Cmax = 302° 2 (331°° °""lj     4ax = 8*7° 

<X   = 3200 A (31200 cm"1)     9,.     = 1640 Amin Hnin 

Transition 2 shows some structure which is not noticeable in 

alcohol solution. Position and intensity of both transitions 

are in good agreement with the predictions given in the second 
o 

section, although the intensity of the 3420 A transition seems 

somewhat too high. 

A third strong transition of ^-nitronaphthalene near 2600 A, 

^max ~ 25000 corresponds apparently to the strong naphthalene 
o 

transition at 2^00 A. 

THE WEAK TRANSITION OF NITROBENZENE AT 3500 A 

During recent years certain weak transitions, called n- 
l fl—PI 

transitions, have been frequently investigated.  "   As the weak 

transition of nitro-benzene, and the corresponding weak transi- 

tions of other aromatic riLtro-compounds, belong possibly to the 

group of these n-TT transitions, it will be of Interest to examine 

JJF. Halvorsen and R. C. Hirt, J. Chem. Phys. 19, 711 (1951). 
*  H. McConnell, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 700 (1952). 
^J. H. Rush and H. Sponer, J. Chem. Phys, 20, 1847 (1952). 

• • .- 

• 

• 
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contradictory statements. 

NITROBENZENE AND STERIC INHIBITION OF RESONANCE 

The interpretation of the nitrobenzene spectrum given above 

is similar to that of the biphenyl spectrum, which was given in 
24 a previous paper.   In both cases the implications are the same 

... 

• 
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them further. It should, however, be mentioned that on account 
j 

of their low Intensity and their closeness to a stronger transi- 

tion, changes of intensity and position are often difficult to 

observe. 
• 

The results published so far by various authors concerning 

solvent effects contradict each other. Scheibe, Dede and 

Rosenberg^ agree that the weak transition of nitrobenzene and of 

the nltrotoluenes shifts towards the red when passing from hexane 
20 to methylalcohol solution. McConnell,  however, observed in 

s-trinltrobenzene a very siaall blue shift (100 cm" ) of an absorp- 

tion shoulder near 4000 A, &~20>, in passing from heptane to 

water, whereas at wavelengths less than 3860 A the entire spec- 

trum underwent a strong red shift. This does not agree with the 
I ' 

findings of other workers who observed the weak transition of 
O   rj       h <•>       22 

s-trinitrobenzene at 3300 A (-jggg HC£), ' 3370 A (CCfL) " and 
t • 9 . • 93 j^uu H  vaicohoij .""* it win be of Interest to clarify these 

22G.  Briegleb and Th. Schachowskoy, Z. Phys. Chem. B19, 255 
(1932). 

^K. Nakamoto, J. Am. Chem. Soc 74, 1739 (1952). 
^A. Wenzel, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 403 (1953). 
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If our interpretation ia  correct,  the current explanation of 

intensity decreases by o-methyl-substitution or similar o-eubsti- 

tutions  in nitrobenzene and biphenyl has  to be modified. 

It  is at  present generally c?.ssumed that the strong Intensity 

of the 2500 A  transition of biphenyl and nitrobenzene  is due to 

resonance  of the  cubatituent with the benzene ring,  producing a 

large  increase  of transition I of benzene  in the  case  of biphenyl, 

and  of transition I or of the N0p band in the case  of nitrobenzene. 

It  la further assumed that the well-known intensity decrease of 

the 2500 A transition by o-methylaubstitution can be explained by 

the suppressing of this  resonance  interaction,  called  steric  in- 
* 

hibition of resonance. The author believes that this lnterpreta- 
Si 

tion is incorrect, aince the 2500 X tranaition of nitrobenzene 

and biphenyl correspond in her opinion to tranaition II of benzene 

During the la8t few yeara many papers have been published 

discussing the influence of steric inhibition of resonance on 

absorption curves.  It may be that some of the aasignments given 

in those paperB ahould be reviewed on the basis of the Interpreta- 

tiona given above. A paper along these linea i8 in progreaa. 

The author wi8hea to thank Prof. Hertha Sponer for her inter- 

I est in this work and advice, the Du Pont Company for the aample 

|; . of ^-nitronaphthalene, and Profeaaor8 S. Mizuahima and Y. Nagai 

m and the Chemical Society of Japan for library facilities in Tokyo. 
• - 
i 
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{•V    Vapor Absorption Spectra of Light and Heavy Naphthalenes 

& 

at 2900-2500 A.* 

S  C3 H. SPONER and C D. COOPER* 

C3 CO 

Department of Phyai-js, Duka University, 
Durham, North Carolina 

ABSTRACT 

It 
The 29O0-250OA region of absorption in both light and heavy 

I naphthalene is interpreted as an allowed A- -B_ transition, and 

the bands at 35910 and 3604-0 cm"*-1- are assigned as the respective 

0,0 bands. Upper state frequencies of 130, 4-25, 710, 995, 1390, 

152C. and 1600 cm~l and the ground state frequencies of 195, M-95, 

7551 1024-, and 1380 cm~l in the ordinary naphthalene spectrum are 

correlated with previously reported Raman frequencies. A corres- 

ponding interpretation is given for the vibrational frequencies 

occurring in the spectrum of deuterated naphthalene. The general 

appearance of the spectrum is compared with recent absorption 

curves in solid solution by Passerinl and Ross, and with crystal 

data obtained with polarized light. Possible occurrence of trl- 

brationally Induced "forbidden" bands is discussed. 

I 
* 

>- 

I 
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•Research assisted by the ONR under contract N6ori-lQ7 T.O.X., 
with Dulse University. 

#*Preeent address;    Physics Department, University of Georgia, 
Athens, Georgia, 
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Int red*, lot ion 

The near ultraviolet absorption epectra of naphthalene have 

been studied by many investigators, As early as lggl the solu- 

tion spectrum-1- was reported,, Since then more reliable data have 

o 
been published, for example, by Morton and de G-ouvela, Mayneord 

•z a. 
and Roe,-7 and the American Petroleum Institute.  The vapor 

spectrum was first reported by Purvis? in 1912, More detailed 

spectrograms and detailed tables were published by Henri and 

de Laszlo°>7 in 192H-. The absorption spectrum of th3 solid was 

1. W. N. Hartley, J. Chem. Soc0 ^9, 153 (1881). 

2. R. K. Morton and A. J, A. de G-ouveia, J. Chem.Soc. 137. 

9U (193^). 

3. W. V. Mayneord and E. M. F. Roe, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 152. 

299 (1935). 

k-»    A.Pol. Research Project 44 at N. B. Sc, Catalog of Ultra- 

violet Spectrograms• Ser. No. &J, California Research 

Corporation. 

5. J, E. Purvis, J. Chem. Soe; K)I> 1315 (1912). 

6. V. Henri and H. de Labile, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 105, 662 

(1924-). 

7. H. de Laeslo, Z„ phys. Chem. llg, 369 (1925), 

* > 
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studied by Seshan,S Slrkar.^ and Prlkhotjko,10'11    Both the 

infrared 2        and Raman spectra ->  of naphthalene are known. 

For deuterated naphthalene,  the  spcctroscopic data available 

are rather meager because many  of them are  in abstract or reTiew 

form or unpublished {Infrared, 1°»-L7 Raman,    »' electronic- 

spectra).20'21 

~~  a &r.   :— 
; 

* * 

** • 
~. _• 

g.    P.  K.  Seshan, Proc.  Indian Acad.  Sol, J,  M  (1936). 

9.     S.   C.  Slrkar,  Indian J. Phys.  10,   109   (1936). 

10. A.  Prlkhotjko,  J.  Phys.   (USSR)  o,   257   (19^). 

11. A.  Prlkhotjko,  Izveot. Akad.  Nauk USSR,   Ser.  Flz.  12, 
H-99 (19^). 

12. P.  Lambert and J. Lecomte, Ann. phys-.  18, 329  (1932). 

13. Barnes, Gore,  Liddell,   and Williams,   "Infrared Spectroscopyfl, 
Relnhold,  New York,  19+4-, p,   560 

14-.    0.  C. Plmentel and A,  L. MuCleliLan. J. Chem. Phys.  20.  270 
(1952). 

15. K, W. F. Kohlrausch,  Ramanspektren,  Akademlsche Verlagsgetell. 
schaft, Becksr and Erler Koa,  3-es.,  Leipzig (19^3), 
pp.  3^5-390. 

16. L.  Oorroin, Phys. Revc J2i  235A (1950).. 

17. Perr>on} Pimentel,  and Sohnepp, J,   Chem, Phys.,  in press, 

12c    H.  Luther, Abb   Braancctaraifc, ^.ss,  Gesc 1, 33 (I9^9)j 
G-ej.be au, Luthei',  Feldmanxij   and Lrandes,  Ber,  §6  (2),  2lM- 
U9<53 - 

19, E*   R, Llppincott and E,   Jt.   D'auilly, Jr., J.  Ghem. Phys., 
-l . ' y •«.   C'   W  w ^ 

20, C„  3«  Cooper and H,  Spcner, Phys.  Revr   g£,  2I3A  (1952). 

21, H.   3r>or»er and Gertr^d P0 Kordheim, Discuss. Far,  Sco.  9 
IS   {1550)0 



Experimental Procedure 

The naphthalene used in this research was purified toy Dr. 

L.  Corrsln.    Ke  ototAlnei Edgtmnn Kodak^a highest purity naphthalene 

and refluxed it over sodium to remove a suspected thionaphthene 

impurity.    Further purification was carried Oat toy repeated re- 

crystallization.    Dr.   Corrsin aloe prepared the deuterated 

naphthene toy exchange with D^jSOij,.    The  sample used contained atoout 

SSfi deuterium. 

The optical arrangement used in this research and the method 

of controlling the number of molecules in the light path are the 

same as that used for previous studies from this laboratory.    A 

quartz, absorption cell 75 cn* In length was used.    A 23CO volt 

AC hydrogen lamp served as a light cource and an iron arc was 

utilized to produce a comparison spectrum.    The  spectrograph 

oonslsted of a 3-^eter reflection grating in a modified Eagle 

mounting.    The grating was used in the first order giving a 

practically linear dispersion of 5*535 A/mm.    Eastman Kodak 11-0 

and II-O U.Y.  spectroscoplc plates were used tnd they were 

developed for five minuted in D-19 developer.    The vapor pr-eseures 

for the different temperatures were Obtained from the measurements 

of Schlumtoerger" and Speranski., ^3 

22. E.  Schlumtoerger,  J. Gasbel. 55,  1257  (1912). 

23, A. Sp^ranski, Zs. Phyo. Chem. M£f 74- (1903). 
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£acperia*E»xal Results 

The light and heavy naphthalene  spectra were  studied in 

dependence on thsXr t-'.myurav.'.r'? and vapcr pressure lor terpera- 

turea 'between -ly' and r*0'-'''-e    Fa:? \>otli fcsrpounda a few broad 

a'os Tpti^n barde  «***» observed ;.rou/,d 21!5'-  *-a HCJjCA for a sub- 

stance ter*pew.t-ttry c-»f  T'C   (C.COC ran Hg)v    At the higher temperar 

tu"e  of 2C°»J   (Ca05k ®a ^t'   *^re  3>r; t-omplete absorption in the 

above  region and acny diffmo bands are found between 2900 and 

250CA.    For a temperaturc of 65°^  (£.-$5 mm H§) many shaip bands 

are observed between %AOC and 2S00A- 

Primarily, this paper deal -with the absorption system of 

medium intensity bet*r3&n 2900 and c^COA., but the absence In our 

spectra of the  strong bar,is .reported bf Henri and de Lapzlo be- 

tween 2935 and 2^'T^A.  should be noted-,    J» scudy of the  thionaph- 
** 1   pit thene  spectrum  m cuv .LubcrHtstT"   *       shewed that the-je bands as 

well as some weaJgRi'  'jn-ti in the 2jt€GA region we?e due to a thio- 

napbthene ir.Tpu.ru.%* in Hun-jri ard de. Z.mr%MMa as-mple,, 

The  strongest baudt, in tjfes  2S*tO-?»;f>CA region of the naphtha.- 

lene trpfc^tir^Ji art-  J ioa'ced at-33i?XC, Zi'JtXt and 3»572C on' '*«    These 

bands are dr'.ffune and axe  jnst detectable on a spectroscopic plate 

for a eut'stnr.oe temperature of 0('C  {0e0C6 mm Hg)«    With inoreas- 

ifcg feenpsrature and pressure,  close lying diffuse bands appear on 



the ted aide of each band.    Fig.  1 chows the fully developed hand 

system at 20° C  (0,05 ^m Hg) an<1 h9ro  1* can "cs ee9n that m°at of 

the bands fit into three re-OsWurring groups which have the three 

strong bands mentioned abore as their band c* Songeet wavelength. 

The bands are degraded toward the red and the u3.trav5.clet ed.^e 

of each, fcsnd was   n.>i'.'..;.r'H\,     Ml c£ the au.<a6ured bands a:?e given 

In Tr-.ble I,    TLt  K^C'>-^ <Jk a'^ecroticn merlon in the deateratod 

naphthalene sptictivjn re Serb 1.03 very olooeiy the  ser.^'e spending 

absorption in naphti a.l3ne„    The moot noticeable difference is the 

shift of the 35910 om"L naphthalene band to 36(^-0 cm-- in tne 

spectrum of the deuterated sample6    A print of this spectrum is 

shown in Pig. 1 and the measured bands are recorded in Table II, 

In both Tables I and II,  columns one and two contain the wave- 

lengths and wavenumbers,  respectively.    Column three gives the 

separation from the cho3en 0,0 band and column four gives Inten- 

sity data for different temperatures and pressures.    Assignments 

are given in the fifth column.    Most of the wavelength me#auri3- 

ments are recorded to the nearest Angstrom because of the dlf- 

fuseness of the bands involved.    The wavenumbers are  accurate to* 

within 10 or 15 wavenumbers, except for those bands that are 

extremely diffuse.    For these extremely diffuse bands the measure- 

ment may be In error by >0 cm"-1- or more.    Under the intensity 

column, estimates of the band Intensity are given.    They were ob- 

tained from mlcrophctometer tracings (Jarrell-Ash mlcrophotometee) 

and have been supplemented by visual estimates where necessary. 

// 
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0+ 2X1390 
38720 

0+13 80+485 
37795 

0-495 
35415 

35087 
0-8 024 
34886 

0 4-2X1360 
38795 

0+1360+48 5 
'3 7880 
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1 
Table Z 

Absorption bands of naphthalene vapor in 2900 tc 25OOA region 

. . 

Wave-      Wave- 
length    numbers 
A cnr 1 

Separation 
from 
0,3 Band 
3^10 cnTl 

Intensity 

t=70°C    t=60°C      t=50°C 
P=3-95   P=I.S3     p=o,82 
mm Kg      mm Hg        mm Hg 

Assignments 

2894-. 6 34-537 -1373 mw vw-d-B O-138O ? 

93.1 555 -1355 mw-d 

92.8 55« -1352 m-d ew 

91.9 569 -134-1 m-d 

91.0 580 -1330 m-d vw 

90.0 592 -1318 m-sd raw vw 

88.2 614- -1296 m-d w 

• 87.3 624- -1286 m-sd w vw    O-I38O+90 

» 831 -1079 ew-d 

69.1 8^ -1066 vw-d ew 

68.1 856 -1054- vw-d vw 

66.M- 877 -1033 v-sd vw 

65.6 886 -1024- mw-s 0-1024- ? 

59 965 -94-5 ew-ed-B 

56.0 35004- -906 ew 

55.3 012 -898 ew-d ew 

• 5*. 6 021 -889 vw-d ew 

53.7 032 -878 vw-sd ew 
1 

52.5 04-7 -863 m-d w 

51.6 058 -852 ms-d ms 

50. S 068 -84-2 s-sd ms 

50.0 077 -833 s-sd ms 

4-9.2 O87 -823 e-sd ms 

I 

• 

i 

1 
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BGI bl3 7.  - 'Jcntinued 

length 
A 

w  
H aw e— 

numbers 
err '•'• 

Papar 

5 5 3 •"<-»' 

rvtlan 
Intel 

t~20°C 
P~:--VtC3 
aun Hg 

nsity 

j.-«o,g2 
r.11. !inj 

Assignments 

l|4 155 -755 ew -ed~B 0--755 

30 325 -535 vw -od-B 

23 M-15 -495 nv-ed—B 0-^4-95 

*75 -^5 VE' -vd 

13. M- 53^ -376 S~ sd 

12,6 5^ -366 B- sd 

2799 715 -195 w~ed 0-195 

98 730 -igo vw~ed O-130-50 

95 770 -llfO vw~vd 0-llJO 

9* 7«o -130 rnw-vd 0-130;0-2x65 

92 B05 -105 w-vd 0-105 

S9 giJ-5 -65 w~vd 0-65:0-195*130 

gg S6o ...50 vw-vd 0-50 

g*4- 910 0 a-vd~^ 0,0 

83 920 10 s~d J 0+10 

*P 7?D 25 ev-vd 

77 36OOO 90 w-vd 0+90 

75 C25 115 ew-d 

7^ GH-0 130 ew-d 0+130 

55 235 375 vw-d 0*485-105 

53 315 ij-05 w=d o+485-go 

51 ?.•'«) ^30 mw-vd 0+11-85-50, o+H-30   ? 

^7 395 H-35 mw-vd 0*485 

•     • 
• 

•-.   -       ; 
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Wave-      Wave- 
length    numbers 
A onr-J 

.•:u-rL<s ... 

frba 

35910 onr'3- 

39 500 590 

37 525 615 

35 550 6^0 

30 620 713 

lg 7go g70 

13 g50 9^0 

09 905 

05 960 1050 

2696 370go 1170 

92 135 1225 

QQ 165 1255 

36 22c 1310 

6k 2^ 1335 

&3 1^50 

go 300 1390 

79 "15 1+05 

76 :^to i'-:-50 

71 hr,0 1520 

69 ^ 15^5 

6g *70 1560 

65 510 :L6CO 

60 523 ic75 

51 710 :.^co 

Continued 

Intensity 

t=20 C 
p- 0  '•>' 
ICS     flrl' 

ew~'6(! 

evr-d 

ew- d 

ew *rd 

ew-ed 

ew-ed 

w-ed 

ew-ed 

ew-ed 

ew-ed 

n^ed 

m«ed 

ms -ed 

e-ed 

7& VC-j 

w-ed 

n>-f-d 

ew-ed 

ew-ed 

wr-ed 

ev--vd 

w-ed 

Assignments 

CH4S54-130 

0+710-65 

0+710 

0+995=130 

0+995-50 

0+995 

o+J390-130 

0+1390-go 

0+1330-65 

0+1390-50 

04 1390 

u+1390+15 

0+1520-65 

0+1390+130,0+1520 

0+1600*50 

O+ISOO 

0++55+1390-gO 

•   , 

»... 
*- 

- 
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Table I - Continued 

!»ave*^ 
length 
A 

Wave— 
numbers 
om-n 

Separation 

0,0 Band 
35910 cm-1 

Intensity 

t=2C°C 
p-C=05 
mm Hg 

Assignments 

+g 755 15+5 ins— ed O+4g5+1390-5O 

1+5 795 18525 ms-ed 0++83+1390 

+1+ gio 1900 m~ed 0+^5+1390+15 

+o 570 I960 ew--ed 

36 925 2015 vw-ed 0^455+1390+130 

29 3S025 2115 ew-ed 0+710+1390 

20 155 2245 ew-ed O+995+1390-I+O 

la 155 2275 ew--ed O+995+1390-IO5 

!Ll4. 2^5 2335 w-ed 0+995+1390-50 

11 290 2330 mw ed 0+995^1390 

06 360 2450 ew«ed 

2588' 630 2720 m-ed 0+2x1390-20 

25 673 P.765 aa-ed C4-2x'"?O-30 

52 720 ^10 ms ed en. -2 <:.. >90 

79 
•y£r- 

T.:- fi CM320+1390-50 

To 81.3 29 CO -Jin' ed o+.ir-;r!o+1390 

55 3912'5 3M5 sr- vd 0+2rrl6v0 

52 175 '-zC-5 > V '-'d 

5C ?>• Z^S'j W- ed 0+^5*- 2x1390 

t6 *** ,C *" ?;55 HV: -ed 

li-2 •z 015 -> 1.   « C PW' ed 

#Cent-jr cf  ^Vso; 

^240 

2CG onv  {- in width 

0+3r:1390! 0+1^20 
+1390 

0 

i 
1 

1 

WfiWW 
• .-       - 
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Tal3l9 II 
Absorption bands cf deuterated naphthalene  vapor In the 

2900 to S^OOA region 

Wave- 
length 
A 

Wave- 
number 
cn"1 

Separation 
£ TOS1 
0 0 Band 
3604-0 en"1 

Inten 

t**65°C 
p^fr65 
cm Hg 

olty 

t=55°C 
p=l~26 
nn Hg 

Assignments 

28592.4- 3^562 ~l4-g0 ew-d ew 

on   1 -14-70 ew--d ew 

90.1 591 -.1^50 ew--sd 

89.2 60? -14-4-0 6W~tid 

3S.3 612 -14-30 ew~d 

BS,6 631 -i4ao ew-d 

t=lf50C 
P--;0C52 
nun Hg 

71 S20 -1220 ew ew-ed-B 

65 S95 -114-5 ew ew-ed—B 

60 995 -10*5 ew vw-vd-B 

56 35000 -1035 ew-ed 0-2x500-50 ? 

52 055 -9S5 ew ew-ed-B 0-2x500 ? 

3* 225 -815 ew ew-ed~B 

36 250 -790 ew-ed 

31 315 -725 ew-ed 

27 365 "675 -^w-ed 0-500-185 

24- 4-00 -64-0 ew-ed 

t-35°G 
p=0v21 
mm Hg 

0-500-1^5 

17 4-90 -550 mw-ed-B vw 0-500-50 

13 54-0 -500 3-ed-B mw 0-500 (4-91 R) 

OS 600 -440 vw~e&~B 0-5004.^0 

• 

u 
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Table  II - Continued 

Wave- 
length 
A 

Wave- 
number 
cm"*1 

Separation 
from 
0,0 Band 
3b04o cm"1 

Intenalty 

t*15cC 
p»oco4 
mm Kg 

Assignments 

2788 *55 -185 VW-V& 0-185 
• 

85 895 -145 vw-vd 0.-145 

84 -130 rw'-vd 0-130;  0-2x65 

ox 950 ..90 mw--'vd O-90 

79 975 ••65 mw->vd O-65-O-I85+II5 

77 36000 ~4o ms-vd 0-40 

7* 040 0 ms-vd 0,0 
I 

73 050 10 VW-V& 0+10 

70 090 5° 2- vd 0+50 

65 155 115 vw-vd O+?JL5 

62 195 155 ew-ed 

51 340 300 ew-ed o+-4s5»iS5 

*9 365 325 ew~vd 0+485-160 

48 380 340 ew'Vd 0+485-1,45 

44 4*0 390 vw-vd 0+485-90 

14-2 46o 420 w-vd CM 485-65;0+420 

in 470 430 vr#-vd 0+485-50 

37 525 425 w~vd 0+485 

3^ 565 525 vw-vd 0+485*50 

26 675 635 ev-ed 0+635;0+485+155 

22 725 685 ew- vd CH 235- -145; 0+635+50 

15 620 780 ewed 0*835-50 

11 275 835 v**~ed CH-835 

1 
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Table II -. Continued 

Wave- VOWA 
Sepp.rated Intensity AsaigrraentB 

length 
A 

number 0,0 Band t-'Ll"c0 
p--o,o4 
-.— ^ ... 

07 930 fl<P<- Vtf-ei 0+335+50 

00 37C25 ?o5 ew-ed 0+S35+155;0+2x435 ? 

2633 260 1220 m;?-ed-<vB 0+136^145 

go 300 12^0 m-ed 0+1360-ico 

19 1275 m- -ed Q+T*60»«90 

76 360 1320 ma- -Yd 0+1360-50 

73 400 1360 YB- Yd CH1360 

69 455 1415 S' >vd O+I36O+5O 

66 500 l46o ms--vd 0+1500-50|O+I36O+II5 

63 54-0 1500 m-vd ru-T cnr* 

59 595 1555 nw vd 0+1500+50 

4-9 74o 1700 mw-vd 0+485^1350-2x65 

44 310 1770 n>>vd 0+435+1360-65 

39 330 1340 ms-vd 0+435+1360 

92? 1335 rn-Yd 0+43 5-< 1360+50 

29 33 02? 19^5 ew-vd CH -4*5 5+1500 5 0+435+ 
1360*155 

26 070 2030 ew—vd 04 43 3+j 500+50 

15 230 2190 w-vd C+3;^5+136o 

09 315 2275 w-vd 0+335+150O-.R0 

06 360 2320 w-vd O+335+I5OO 

Op 405 2365 vw-vd 0+S35+1500H50 

735 2695 IS—"d 0+2x1360-50 

77 755 2755 ma-vd 0+2x1360 

i 
I 
i 

: 
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Table II - Cent; .limed 

Wave- 
length 

Wave- 
number 
 T 

Separate on 
fro," 
0kK> land 
3bo4-0 cnr-l 

Inteneity 

t~i5°c 
p=oec4 
IUJU Kg 

Af3signment 

7* g4o 2300 m-vd 0+2x1360+50 

70 900 2260 ew-vd O+I360+150O 

67 9^5 2905 ew-vd 0+2x1500-50 

6^ 990 2950 w~vd 0+2XL500 ? 

59 39030 3c4o ew„wj 

so 200 3160 w-ed-B 0+1+35+2x1360 

2te* lj-OlSO &mo •TW-ed-B 0+3x1360 

Center of broad b'ml,. 

w - 
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The  scale used is ac foUo^ss    vs~v»ry strong,   s-strong,  ms- 

medlura strong.,  ra-madiua,  mw -medium \wek.a w-weak, vw-very weak, 

and ew-extremely weak.    Other notations used In the Intensity 

column to indicate  the diffustmees of the band head and to dasig- 

nate  the "broad "bands are?   sh-shai'p,   od-slightly diffur.e,  d-dlffuse 

vd-very diffuse,  ed-extremely diffuse 

Discussion 

The spectrum studied here reprerents the  second absorption 

region of the naphthalene molecules for which an allowed trans- 

ition is expected with polarization along the  short axis*     Since 

both light and heavy naphthalene have Dp^ symmetry,  the transi- 

tion is of type Ajg - B2u. 

The strong bandts at 359i0 om~^ in light naphthalene and 

360^0 cm"-1- in heavy naphthalene  suggest themselWes as the respec- 

tive 0,0 bands,.    The  obw^rved 1J0 cm ^ shift  of the  0,0 band, 

caused by the substitution of heavy hydrogen,  is due to a change 

in thft  zero-point vibrational energies:,    From the appearance of 

the  spectra it is seen that all  etoong bands  can "be  explained as 

resulting from two vibrations with upper state values of 1390 and 

itg5 crir'-t in light naphthalene,  an! X365 and <+$5 onr"L in heavy 

naphthalene.    The 1390 and 1365 vibrations occur in progressions 

and in combination with the ^£$5 vibration,     (See Tables I and II). 

There is no -loxcht that the 1}90 has to be aesoeiited with the 

very strong, polarized Raman line of frequency 13^0 cm"'•*• in 

• 

•'' ' 

•f 
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ordinary naphthalene-1-^ which had been assigned to a totally sym- 

metric carbon ring vibration. The same value, namely 1380 onf"1, 

has been found by Llpplncott* and O'Reilly as a strong line in 

the Raman spectrum ° of deuterated naphthalene. Whether this 

vlbnatlonal frequency does increase in the excited state of 

light naphthalene and decrease in heavy naphthalene can ncs be 

determined with certainty due to the dlffuseness and broadness of 

the absorption bands. In fact, the ground state frequenoy of the 

l}bO vibration could not be ascertained in the spectrum of the 

heavy aoleoule. However, the finding of a ground state value of 

only 1373 *or light naphthalene is in agreement with new results 

in the Raman spectrum, °  and is there explained** as resulting 

from an accidental degeneracy (Fermi degeneracy) with another 

vibrational mode. 

The ]4&5  om~3- frequency occurs singly excited. It is prctj- 

ably represented in the ground state by the bands at 35^15 

(light)and at 35155 cm*"1 (heavy) giving frequencies of ^95 and 

500 cm"**, respectively. It seems logical to associate these 

frequencies with the strong Raman linep at 512 cm"*1 (light) and 

M-91 onf"1 (heavy), (The reversal in values is probably not genuine 

in view of the dlffuseness and broadness of the bands,) The 512 

line has been reported * as polarized and hence was assigned to 

a totally symmetric vibration. The only band that might result 

from a two-fold excitation of the 4^5 occurs at 37025 in 

•We are grateful to Dr. Llpplncott for furnishing us the data 
on hea^y naphthalene prior to their publication, 

^^Information obtained In private disouesionc with Dre, 0,Rellly, 
Llpplncott, and Pimentel, 

.XI 



1022 cnr1 * and at 862 cm"3-    ,  the latter frequencies night take 

part In bands on the red side of the  0,0 band.    However,  no such 

band was found In the spectrum of heavy naphthalene,  and In light 

naphthalene,  the assignment of band Jk&&6 to an exoitatlon of the 

1022 in the ground state is uncertain because this band may be- 

long to the weaker long wavelength transItion.    Nevertheless, 

the mentioned correlation of the 995 and 835 with the Raman values 

is considered correct.    The 102.   cm"'-1- frequency was interpreted 

by Kohlrauach1? as a totally eymmetric CH deformation vibration 

in the plane.    The observations  in the two ultraviolet spectra 

lend support to this autj.re.nniento 
] 

' There is a very W9ak band at ?6S20 cm'*"1- in light naphthalene 

which may be assigned to a 0-710 transition (Table I).    The 710 

occurs in combination with the  IjSlO separation.    If it is taken 

ae the upper state value of the vibraticn represented in the 

strong., polarize! Ratoar: line cf "'62 cm*3-,  it represents a totally 
I 

1 
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the heavy molecule, but no counterpart vas found in the spectrum 

of the light compound. Therefore, the last assignment is con- 

sidered doubtfu?. We will come tack to the question of the 

selective excitation of this vibration further below. 

Another vibrational frequency is represented by the bands at 

36905 (Table I) and at 36875 (Table II) giving 995 cm"-1 In the 

upper electronic state of light naphthalene and 835 cm""1 in heavy 

naphthalene, respectively. If the bands are associated with the 

vibration which produces the strong polarised Raman lines at 

.. . • • - 
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symmetric carbon ring vibration assuming the Interpretation or 

the Raman line to be correot. The vibration may be present in 

the ground state ir< the very weak band at 353-55 cm""1-. Bands in- 

dicating the corresponding vibration in heavy naphthalene are 

not obvious, but the extremely weak band at 36675 nay contain 

"••••^•KH""""        , " '—        •mil——|yp— 

'•- . •   » 

• 

[j • the  corresponding upper state vibration of 6^5 in heavy naphtha~ 

lene. 
• 

There are several bands in both naphthalenes which contain 

vibrational contributions in the range 1500-1600 cm"*-1-* The 

interpretation of these bands does not give a complete corres- 

pondence for the two molecules but rather leads to some peculia**- 

ities whir.n indicate that the interpretation may not be conclu- 

»        sive. For- example, there is a medium intense band at 37^30 In 
I 

the Tight naphthalene spectrum giving a vibrational frequency 

of 1520 which occurs also combined with the 1390 frequency* 

There are the bands at 37510 and 39125 cmr1, also in light naph- 

thalene, which might be members of a 1600 progression, and there 

are in the speotrum of deuterated naphthalene members of a pos- 

sible 1500 progression located at 375^0 and 3S990 cur1. The 

1600, if a fundamental, could only be linked with the Raman line 

at 1625 which Kohlrausch had considered to be totally symmetric, 

and the 152C could be linked with the medium strong I576 Raman 

line assigned to class P-|_ by Kohlrausch, •* It is suggestive 

to consider the 1500 frequency in the heavy naphthalene speotrum 
I 

as counterpart of the 1520 in light naphthalene, thus relating 
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it to the Raman line ly'io of deuterated naphthalenee1^ We 

understtind, however, that the tentative assignment of Kohirausch 

has to "be reversed (tiec our footnote <** )„ In our case, it means 

that the bands connected with She 1600 vibi«ations—if it 13 a 

fundamental—-are longitudinally polarizei0 

Assignments of nopt of the oorjpanl en bnnda acoo^panying the 

main "bands are uncertain since their dlffuaeness allows more than 

one equally good assignment0 However, the band at 357^-5 cm~x in 

the spectrum of ordinary naphthalene 3s sej>arated from the 0,0 

band by 195 wave numbers and this might represent the 191 cm"*x 

Raman frequency. Since this Raman frequency is depolarized it 

must belong to one of the three pg vibrations. The single excl- 

tation of a Pxg vibration will give a longitudinal transition 

moment, and excitation of a p, vibration will give a moment per- 

pendicular to the molecular plane. No moment is associated with 

excitation of a Pgg *ype vibration. Now a very low-lying 6-^ff 

vibration is not to he expected for naphthalene, and bands with 

polarization perpendicular to the molecular plane are generally 

considered unlikely for TT-TT jranjitlons of aromatic molecules,, 

Therefore, we would not discuss the assignment of the 191 sepa- 

ration to a fundamental, had we not found a corresponding band 

in the heavy compound 125 enr*^ to the red from the 0,0 band whose 

value coincides well enough with a Raman frequency^ of ISO onrx. 

Or course, the 195 could represent 3x65 or 2x105 of another vi- 

bration, and the 125 could be 3x65 or 2x90 correspondingly. It 

•> 

•• 

' 
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should be noted that bands were  observed 130 cm""^ and II5 curl 

to the violet frcm the  0,0 bandu in light; and heavy naphthalene, 

respectively,  and If taken as upper atate values of the 195 BX1^- 

1S>5 frequencies,  the 65-70 differences In the two spectra could 

be  Interpreted as 1,1 and 2e2 transitions of these vibrations. 

From all thie we  sho^d like to  interpret,  nlchough tentatively, 

the 195 an<i 12? as p-7~ vibrations,,    The foregoing discussion shows 

the difficulties encountered in the assignment of bands occurring 

on the red side of the  strong bands.     It is a difficulty charac- 

teristic of vapor spectra of aromatic compounds. 

A noticeable feature of the  system is the appearance of a 

weak band at 90 cm~^- to the violet from the 0,0 band in light 

• " naphthalene and 5° eir""~ correspondingly in heavy naphthalene. 

The occurrence of similar companions of other outstanding bands 

is clearly recognizable in the heavy compound, but 16 not as 

distinct in the spectrum of light naphthalene.    We  cannot give a 
- 

convincing interpretation of the 90 and 50 cnr^ companion bands 

at present. 
• i 

Many bands in the region of overlap of the two electronic 
h 

transitions are not discussed here (some lying beyond the range 

, »        of Table I and II) because it is believed that they belong to the 

! f first weaker transition, 
C >' 

The vlbrational frequencies determined from the 2900-2500A 

absorption region of both light and heavy naphthalene are  col-* 

lected in Table III. 

• 

» 

, » «§t 
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Table III.    Vibrational frequencies obtained from the 2900=25CCA 
spectral region of light and heavy naphthalene. 

Light Naphthalene 

! 

»   i 

Lower 
state 
cnrl 

Upper 
state 
cm"*l 

195 130 

11-95 k&5 

755 710 

1024 995 

1390 

1600 

15^0 

Heavy Naphfchalene 

Lower 
state 
cm" 2- 

Upper 
State 
cm""* 

185 115 

500 485 

635 » 

835 

1360 

Symmetry 

p3g 
alg 

«lg 

alg 

1500 

• 1 

r ( 

The analysis presented is neither complete nor entirely 

satisfactory, bat is believed to account for the main features 

of the spectrum. The outstanding bands involve two vibrations 

only, the 500 and the 1390 (1360 resp.). In fact, PrUchotJko11 

reported only on these. Their prominence is particularly clear 

from iLicrophotometer tracings of the plates. We found a compari- 

son very Interesting of our plates and tracings with a very good 

reproduction of the second electronic transition in naphthalene 

published recently by Passerlnl and Ross.2^ It shows spectral 

curves taken in ethanol solution at 5^°C, 20°C, and -S0°C, and 

in 4:1 ethanol-methanol mixture at -1830c!» The comparison reveals 

L 

25. R.Paseerini and I.G-*Ross,  Journ.Sclent.Inetr* $0, 274 (1953). 

11 v '••* 

- 

' •vt   J0 
I 

i 
1 
I * 
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a close resemblance of the spectrum at -1($30C with the vapor- 

spectrum. The first r >ak occurs in solid solution at 34700, thus 

establishing a shift of about 1200 err*-  to the red with respect 

to the vapor. The strong peaks are about X*WO enr1 apart and 

there are weaker maxima about 5^0 cm"-1- toward the short wavelength 

side of each of the strong peaks. The 995 frequency in the vapor 

speo+rum is, in the solid solution curve, recognizable as a step- 

out only. 

When analysing the spectrum it was expected to find Mfor- 

bidden" bands of noticeable Intensity, i.e. bands with longitud- 

inal polarisation. The proximity of the strong third electronic 

transition assumed jo be polarized in the long axis could Induce 

appearance of such bands through coupling with a p,  vibration. 

Theoretically, a strong interaction of this type has been expected 

26 for the second transition of naphthalene.   Corresponding for- 

bidden bands have been found in the near ultraviolet absorption 

spectra (first electronic transitions) of benzene derivatives, 

and it was observed that their appearance is slightly different 

27 

2b„ W. Moffltt, Jc Chem. Phys, 22, 320 (1951*-). 

27, For example, S, H. Wollman, J. Chemt Phys. 14;, 123 (1946). 

2S. Donald S. McClure, private communication. 

•-... ,. • 

* . • 

• 

- 

from that of the regular bands of the system.fcf Unfortunately, 

the dlfiuceness of the second absorption system in naphthalene 
I 

invalidates this criterion, Hnvever, excitation of a 3„ vibra- 
• -«-g 

tlon {433 cm"*1 upper state value) is now being held responsible 

4 

I 
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i'cr the  strong portion of the first electronic transition*    Con- 

33 aequently,  thia portion ia short axis po?..arized  (connecting the 

0-1 band of Nordheim and sipcner with e ^    rather than with a 

Plu vibration).    As mentioned above,  a k&$ cm"1 vibration appears 

strongly in the- eeoord transition of both naphthalenes.    2t may 

be added at this point that a repeated separation of 4g>?5 *a ft-?•-• 

found in the overlap region of the two systems.    Although the 4*5 

ocaurs apparently singly excited in the second system,  it vas 

pointed out above that a correlation with the polarized Raman 

lines of 512 and 4-91 curl is suggestive-.    However, from tft« vapor 

spectrum alone it oannot be ruled out entirely that a (^    vibra- 

tion may be involved in the bands under discussion.    The W5 

» could represent a plg. vibration,  or the band 0 + 4^5 - 55 

(Table I) might involve a separate vibration of too cm-1*    *n the 

first case,  a noticeable portion of the  spectrum would hatfe to be 
-1 r\ 

long axis polarized.    Comparison with the crystal spsotrum"*1 

(taken with polarized and unpolarlzed light)  is difficult,   as has 

been mentioned previously.21    Considering the geometrical arrange- 

ment of the molecules in the crystal,       it seems that mainly short 

VJ. Ui.UU 

* 
! 

• 

! ; 

axis polarization was observed whether the electric vector 

Incident light was parallel to the a or to the b axis of tfre 

crystal.    The latter case gave the more intense  speotra, v.*ich 

• lln.^1—.1 —   I,,     -i   —    —. •»       •!• •!•! •        II I I,,, 

29. S. C. Abrahams, J. M. Robertson, and J. G. White, Act0- 
Crystallogruphloa 2^ 2J6  (19^9). 
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30 
was confirmed in later work by Cralg and Lyons,"'  However, new 

results by McClure  In mixed crystals of naphthalene and durene 

show conclusively that the second, transition is predominantly 

short axis polarized. Talcing the snort axis polarization as 

established, the structure and appearance of the vapor spectrum 

indicates that the longitudinal component of the system is very 

weak provided that the U-^5 cm~l separation represents a totally 

symmetric vibration. 

30, D. P. Cralg and L. E. Lyons, J. Chen. Phys. 20, lU-99 (1952). 
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